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ABSTRACT
Security and stable socioeconomic development of any country
depends on the effectiveness of the mechanism for prompt
response to emerging threats. Complex of software and hardware
"System 112" is designed for automated processing of emergency
calls to a single number "112". The design of unified dispatch serv
ices (UDS) allows to apply theoretical knowledge to solve urgent
practical problems. It is proposed to design the UDS service for
mastering the competencies of the educational standard in two
stages. Namely, to make preliminary planning and preliminary
estimation of the amount of equipment required to deploy the
service. Further, the performance indicators of the UDS are eval
uated, taking into account the possibility of routing part of the traf
fic to the dedicated emergency services.

KEYWORDS: Unified dispatching service, emergency services,
call service center, prompt response, special software.

I. INTRODUCTION
Concern for the life and health of citizens, the safety of proper
ty, ensuring personal and public safety, as well as the need to count
er manmade, natural threats and acts of terrorism require the
development of a mechanism for a rapid response to threats. As a
single emergency call number in the Russian Federation, 112 was
assigned, which combined four emergency services (fire brigade,
police, ambulance and gas network emergency service) and two
new services (Antiterror and emergency response service).
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Introduction
System 112 – multifunctional information and communication geographically distributed automated information and control system created within the boundaries
of the subject [1, 2, 3, 4].
The block diagram of system 112 is shown in Figure 1.
It consists of different subsystems providing functions
such as:
– receiving and processing calls;
– da abase;
– decision support;
– geo nformation subsystem;
– onitoring;
– raining;
– technological support;
– fixed communication, data transmission and radio
communication;
– information security subsystem.
Analysis of the deployment and operation of System
112 in the pilot regions showed that the most important in
terms of organizing information interaction of departmental
dispatch services is the subsystem for receiving and processing calls (messages about incidents) coming to the unified dispatch service. The specified subsystem includes a
call service center (CSC). The subsystem for receiving and
processing calls, or the so-called dispatch subsystem (DS),
is a control subsystem in the automated system (AS) of the
Unified Dispatch Service (UDS).

Currently, several software and hardware options for
building this subsystem are possible from the point of
view of organizing interagency cooperation. Let's consider two of the most common options.
Option 1. The emergency services DDS (01, 02, 03)
already have their own departmental dispatch systems.
Special software (SS) for call processing should be created for the call processing center (CPC) based on the
UDDS and for the DS of the emergency operational service, geographically corresponding to the UDS. In practice, this can be implemented by placing a remote client
workstation in the DS with the open source software for
the call center of the UDS in addition to the departmental
AWP for receiving messages about incidents or the development of a special integration software module to ensure information interaction of the open source call center
of the call center with the special software for the emergency services.
Option 2. Development of unified automated system
of operational dispatch control in each of tDDS separately
and as a whole. A unified system should ensure the principle of entering data through one application only once,
data should be available for other applications without
copying it. All actions of the operator (dispatcher) in the
system should be automatically recorded in real time with
saving information by whom this action was carried out
and when, so that the incident and actions of emergency
services personnel on it could be fully restored, including
for training goals.

Figure 1. Block diagram of system-112
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Each option has the right to exist and can be implemented in a particular subject. The second option is more
preferable, which is more complicated at the initial stage,
but later, when the system is replicated in the regions, the
implementation effect levels out the problems that arose
during development.
As an example of open source software development, we
present data for specialized software based on "ISTOK-CM".
This is a unique system of instant information exchange and
group work, response services of different departmental affiliations, capable of reaching hundreds of organizations – participants involved in emergency and rescue operations and
providing prompt decision-making based on the latest reports. The introduction of a standard solution based on the
open source software "ISTOK-SM" in UDS and DS of
emergency response allows making decisions faster, as it accelerates the collection, processing and distribution of information in all interaction services at all levels.
The Call Service Center (CSC) is an important component of the "System 112", which ensures the reception
of calls from the population of the administrative center
of the subject and their transfer for service to interacting
EDDS, centralized data storage, interaction with the regional navigation and information center of the emergency response system (ERA-GLONASS).
Such call center functions can be implemented on the
basis of Avaya Aura Communication Manager (ACM),
which, along with calls from landline and mobile telephones, can handle e-mail messages, SMS (which may be
more convenient for people with disabilities) and video
calls. In the case of an interrupted call, the connection can
be automatically restored (Call Back Assist). The development strategy of the solution provides for its integration
with applications for smartphones, tablets and with social
networks as alternative channels of interaction.
Another current Avaya development is the Avaya Notification Solution (ANS). It is able to provide notification
of large groups of the population about an emergency situation through all channels: voice communication (city
telephone network, wireless, departmental networks),
SMS, e-mail, chats, IP phones, speakers, loudspeakers,
text messages on the display phone.
This solution is scalable, highly reliable and can work
with equipment from other manufacturers. ANS is currently being implemented, for example, in Netherlands.
To ensure the reliability of the system, a backup call
center (BCC) is installed. When the call center fails in the
system, the transition to the radio call center is performed
in stages [5, 6]:
– at he first stage, the call processing is carried out by
the duty shift and employees of the BCC admitted to duty,
including from among the trainees;
– at the second stage, the staff on duty of the call centers
arriving for reinforcement are connected to call processing.
Let us also consider the possibilities of ECSS-10 – a
complex solution for building an emergency call service
center "System 112" based on the ECSS-10 Softswitch.
The hardware and software complex is a combination of
software and hardware components developed in Russia,
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providing a high level of reliability and protection from
the presence of "bugs" in the program code.
It is designed to unify the interface of interaction between
telecom operators and the call service center of System 112.
Telecom operators can connect to UOVEOS using E1
streams (OKS-7) and VoIP protocols SIP, SIP-T, SIP-I. The
SIP protocol is used as the interface for interaction between
UOVEOS and the System 112 call center.
The ECSS-10 UO-VEOS hardware and software
complex consists of the following components:
– program switch ECSS-10 Softswitch;
– trunk gateways SMG-1016M and SMG-2016;
– SBC-1000 and SBC-2000 session border controllers;
– location server TSMN Svetets LBS;
– unified management and monitoring system Eltex EMS.
The general scheme of the "System 112" operation is
shown in Figure 2, as an example of a solution by Ericsson Coordcom. The number of dispatchers is variable, as
is number of connected response services.
The process of operation of System 112 will be organized in the following way: a message about an incident is
received at the call service center 112, or at the DS of one
of the emergency services included in System 112. Further,
in an automated mode, the operator enters the main characteristics of the incident into the database, transfers them to
the DS for the intended purpose, monitors the response to
the incident, analyzes and enters the information obtained
as a result of the response into the database, if necessary
clarifies and corrects the actions of involved DS and informs the interacting DS about operational situation,
measures taken and implemented. During and after the end
of measures for emergency response to a received call or
message, the DS must enter information on the measures
taken into the System 112 database.

Figure 2. General scheme of emergency response
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The development of communication systems and devices
requires full automation of their design process to quickly
update the RED. Especially important is the development
of software for the synthesis of basic electrical circuits. The
article describes the algorithm of endtoend CAD based on
an expert system for the synthesis of basic electrical circuits
of RED based on an objectoriented hybrid expert system.
Algorithms for forming the knowledge base at the learning
stage and output in the synthesis process are considered.
The algorithmic and software hybrid production ES and
knowledge base are described. The system organization of
structured information about the synthesis of blocks and the
entire RED. It allows you to effectively form and manipu
late the knowledge of RED design experts. The method for
introducing and using a set of constant and variable confi
dence coefficients in the ES has been developed, which
allows using unformalized knowledge about the field of
RTU design. This ensures the application of both the
knowledge obtained during the training of the ES and the
knowledge accumulated during the design of the RED of
the ES itself. All this allows the designer to formalize knowl
edge faster and more accurately, as well as increase the speed
of automatic design since unlikely circuit solutions are not
considered.

Analysis of the accumulated experience in the field of
Radio Engineering Devices (RED) design automation has
shown that it is possible to ensure the synthesis and model
ing of RED of any structure with a high degree of reliability
and optimality only by creating a CAD system containing
an ES that allows you to present and programmatically
implement empirical knowledge, as well as heuristic rules
and techniques used by highly qualified specialists in the
design of RED in traditional manual design [1].
Expert synthesis allows you to provide a lack of a priori
information with greater unambiguity and reliability of
decisions made during automatic structural synthesis of
RED in CAD and the accumulation of design experience of
qualified RED design experts. It allows unskilled or novice
users to design RED at the level of expert designers by for
malizing the collective knowledge of a group of highly qual
ified experts about the field of RED design.
ES are classified according to the following set of char
acteristics: purpose; stage of existence; type of PS; type of
knowledge representation methods used; universality; basic
properties; operating environment. For automated RED
synthesis in CAD, it is advisable to develop an ES of the fol
lowing type: by purpose – research; by typedeveloped in
algorithmic programming languages; by the type of knowl
edge representation methods used  hybrid, combining sym
bolic representation of knowledge with mathematical calcu
lations necessary for the design of RED and allowing the use
of data stored in external databases in ES; by the type of
universality of knowledge representation  with an integral
representation, combining several models of knowledge
representation; operating in Windows operating systems on
a PC.

KEYWORDS: expert system, Radio Technical Devices,
CAD, knowledge base, algorithmic structures
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I. The advantages of ES
ES are designed for solving so-called weakly
formalized or unformalized tasks. According to [2],
unformalized tasks include those that have one or more of
the following characteristics: tasks cannot be set in
numerical form; goals cannot be expressed in terms of a
precisely defined target function; there is no single target
function in the design of RTU, and often for individual
nodes; there is no algorithmic solution to problems; the
customer does not have complete source information and
reliable units of measurement for some parameters; an
algorithmic solution exists, but it cannot be used due to
limited resources (time, memory, etc.); the amount of
source information and data is very large, variable, and
requires a significant amount of time for familiarization,
which leads to the need to reduce the search space to
reduce the design time. ES are used to solve difficult
practical problems, which include circuit synthesis of
RTU. In terms of quality and efficiency of solutions, such
ES are not inferior to the solutions of a human expert,
and often surpass them [5] due to the accumulation of
knowledge of a group of expert designers and reducing
the subjectivity of their decisions. The output process in
the ES has clarity, i.e. solutions can be explained to the
user at a qualitative level (in contrast to solutions
obtained using numerical algorithms and from solutions
obtained by statistical methods).
This quality of ES is provided by their ability to
reason about their knowledge and conclusions. They can
add to their knowledge both in the course of interaction
with an expert, and with a novice user in the constructive
or non-constructive solution of the problem.
Let's note further the advantages of ES over a human
expert:

ES has no preconceptions;

ES don't jump to conclusions;

ES work in a systematic way, considering all the
details, often choosing the best alternative from all
possible ones.
KB ES can be exceptionally large. Once entered the
machine, knowledge is stored forever. A person has a
limited KB, and if the data is not used for a long time,
they are forgotten and lost forever.
Like other types of computer programs, ES cannot
replace a person in solving problems, but rather represent
a special kind of tools that allow them to solve problems
faster and more efficiently. In addition, knowledge-based
systems can be viewed by users as a form of replication a new way to record and disseminate knowledge.
Therefore, it is possible to provide automatic circuit
synthesis and subsequent modeling of RED of any
structure only by developing a CAD system containing
ES, which will allow forming and storing empirical
knowledge used by specialists in the design of RED in
traditional manual or automated design, as well as
synthesizing constructive RED due to a priori exclusion
by design experts of unrealizable and little-promising
RED nodes from the KB ES [1].
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Selected due to several advantages, the hybrid
production ES includes the following main blocks: the
KB, the output machine, and the user interface. KB ES
consists of facts and rules.
The KB facts describe what is known about the RED
synthesis technique now. In the KB of a production ES,
facts are represented as a triple: object-attribute-value.
The object in RED synthesis is the technical parameters
or characteristics of the device that is assigned a value,
and the attribute – determines the confidence coefficient
for the object value. In KB, rules form a certain
hierarchy, which can be represented as a graph consisting
of vertices and edges. Each vertex corresponds to an
object that has certain values. Each edge is defined by a
pair of vertices and corresponds to one of the possible
ways to reach the goal. A graph can be represented as a
tree whose branches correspond to the edges of the graph,
and whose nodes correspond to the vertices of the graph.
There are two groups of requirements for knowledge
representation methods for designing RED [2, 5]. the
Requirements of the first group of knowledge
representation methods assume the following:
universality, integrity, and openness of knowledge
representation. This group of requirements contributes to
improving the efficiency and obtaining high performance
characteristics of the developed RED [4]. The second
group of methods regulates the functionality of the RED
and is crucial for the practical use of CAD. The
requirements of the second group imply ensuring the
following factors: the adequacy of the display of the
subject area, i.e. such a description that can simulate any
processes occurring in this subject area and essential for
the selected class of problems; the natural form of the
description of the subject area in the knowledge system,
which allows you to create a human-friendly interface
with the computer system in the process of setting and
solving design problems [6]; multilevel or hierarchical
description of the subject area, which provides solutions
to complex design problems; a combination of procedural
and declarative methods in a single knowledge system
that allows, on the one hand, to simply describe the basic
concepts and terminology of the subject area, and on the
other - to set functional dependencies and formal [7].
For the synthesis of RED structural schemes, it is
advisable to use the production model of knowledge
representation about RED, since in the production ES, the
conclusion is made in the opposite direction from the
statements that must be proved, which significantly
speeds up the result; modularity of the rules organization;
independence of rules that Express separate unrelated
fragments of knowledge; separation of control knowledge
from subject knowledge, which allows you to apply
various control strategies, including using statistics, for
example, the Bayes full probability formula; the ability to
create control mechanisms for automatic design of RED.
At the same time, the hybrid production ES includes the
following main blocks: the knowledge base (KB), the
output machine, and the user interface. KB ES consists of
facts, questions, and rules.
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The KB facts describe what is known about the
method of RED synthesis at this moment. In the KB of a
production ES, facts are represented as a triple: objectattribute-value. The object in RED synthesis is the
technical parameters or characteristics of the device that
is assigned a value, and the attribute – determines the
confidence coefficient for the object value. In KB, rules
form a certain hierarchy, which can be represented as a
graph consisting of vertices and edges. Each vertex
corresponds to an object that has certain values. Each
edge is defined by a pair of vertices and corresponds to
one of the possible ways to reach the goal. A graph can
be represented as a tree whose branches correspond to the
edges of the graph, and whose nodes correspond to the
vertices of the graph [2].
The rules in the KB of production ES using the
language of representation of algorithmic structures are
formulated in the following form:
< rule > :: = IF < premise > then < conclusion >;
< premise > :: = < triple > | < triple > And <
premise >;
< triple > :: = < object > < logical operator> <
value >, < attribute >;
< conclusion> :: = < three > | <action > | < three >
And < conclusion >.
The rule is written as a conditional statement that
includes a premise and conclusion. The premise may
consist of one or more triples connected by the unions
"And". the Conclusion may consist of one or more triples
involving one or more actions. An action consists of one
of four procedures: calculating a mathematical function,
searching the database for an electronic component,
saving an intermediate design result, or clearing the
object value. An es output machine (rule interpreter) is an
ES program block that implements the output process
based on a DB and a working set (a part of memory
allocated for storing rules and fact values during the
output process).
The output machine performs two functions: first,
viewing existing facts and rules from the database and
adding new facts, and second, determining the order in
which the rules are viewed and applied. The output
machine performs the design process using rules, stores
information about the conclusions obtained for the user,
and requests information from him when there is not
enough knowledge in the database to perform the next rule.
The RED design process in ES is a sequence of steps,
each of which selects a rule from the KB that is used to
determine the goal value. The process ends when the fact
value is determined or it is shown that it cannot be
determined. RED design can be performed in several
ways [1], of which the most common are direct output
order and reverse output order (depth-first search).
The direct order of inference is made from the facts
that are in the working set to the conclusion. If such a
conclusion can be found, it is entered in the working set.
In the full iteration method, vertexes are expanded in
the order in which they are constructed. A simple tree
iteration algorithm consists of the following sequence of
steps:
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1) Put the vertex in a list called OPEN.
2) If the list is OPEN and empty, the output is
signaled that the search failed, otherwise proceed to the
next step.
3)) ke the first vertex from the OPEN list and move
it to the CLOSED list; let's call this vertex n.
4)) xpand the vertex n, forming all the vertices
immediately following n. If there are no immediately
following vertexes, then proceed immediately to step (2).
Place the existing vertexes immediately following n at
the end of the list of points AND build pointers leading
from them back to vertex n.
5) If any of these immediately following n vertices
are target vertices, then output the solution obtained by
looking along the pointers; otherwise, proceed to step (2).
This algorithm assumes that the initial vertex does not
meet the goal, although it is not difficult to enter a step to
check this possibility. The vertices and pointers
constructed during the iteration process form a subtree of
the entire implicitly defined tree of the state space [8].
We will call such a subtree a brute force tree.
The full search method will certainly find the shortest
path to the target vertex, provided that such a path exists
at all. (If there is no such path, the specified method will
declare failure in the case of finite graphs, and in the case
of infinite graphs, the algorithm will never finish its
work).
There may be problems in which the solution has
some other requirements than the requirement to obtain
the shortest sequence of operators. Assigning certain
prices to tree arcs (followed by finding a decision path
that has a minimum cost) meets many of these promised
criteria. A more General version of the full search
method, called the equal price method, allows you to find
in all cases some path from the initial vertex to the target,
the cost of which is minimal. While the algorithm
described above propagates lines of equal path length
from the starting vertex, the more General algorithm
described below propagates lines of equal path cost. It is
assumed that we are given a cost function c(ni, nj), which
gives the cost of moving from a vertex ni to some next
vertex nj. In the equal price method, for each vertex n in
the iteration tree, we need to remember the cost of the
path built from the initial vertex s to the vertex n. Let g(n)
be the cost from vertex s to vertex n in the iteration tree.
In the case of iteration trees, we can be sure that g(n) is
also the cost of the path that has the minimum cost (since
this path is the only one).
In the equal price method, vertices are revealed in
ascending order of cost g(n). This method is
characterized by the following sequence of steps:
1) Put the initial vertex s in a list called OPEN. Put
g(s)=0.
2) If the list is OPEN and empty, the output is
signaled that the search failed, otherwise proceed to the
next step.
3) Take from the OPEN list the vertex for which the
value of g has the smallest value, and put it in the
CLOSED list. Give this vertex the name n. (If the values
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match, choose the vertex with the minimum g at random,
but always giving preference to the target vertex.)
4)) f n is the target vertex, then output the decision
path obtained by looking back in accordance with the
pointers; otherwise, proceed to the next step.
5)) xpand vertex n by constructing all the vertices
immediately following it. If there are none, proceed to
step (2). for each of these immediately next (child)
vertices ni, calculate the cost of g(n) by putting
g(ni)=g(n)+c(n,ni). Put these vertexes, along with their
corresponding newly found values of n, in the list of
points AND build pointers going back to T.
6) Go to step (2).
Checking whether a certain vertex is a target is
included in this scheme so that minimal cost paths are
guaranteed to be found.
An equal-price algorithm can also be used to find
paths of minimal length if you simply put the cost of each
edge equal to one. If there are several initial vertexes, and
the algorithm is simply modified: in step (1), all initial
vertexes are placed in the OPEN list. If the States that
meet the goal can be described explicitly, then the
iteration process can be started in the opposite direction,
taking the target vertices as the initial ones and using the
appeal of the operator G.
In depth-first search methods, the vertexes that were
built last are revealed. Let's define the depth of the tree
vertex as follows:

The root depth of the tree is zero.

The depth of any subsequent vertex is equal to
one plus the depth of the vertex that immediately
precedes it.

Thus, the vertex that has the greatest depth in
the search tree is currently the one that should be
expanded at this moment.
This approach can lead to a process unfolding along
some useless path, so you need to introduce some return
procedure. After the process builds a vertex with a depth
greater than a certain boundary depth, we reveal the
vertices of the greatest depth that does not exceed this
boundary, and so on.
The depth-first method is determined by the following
sequence of steps:
1) Put the starting vertex in a list called OPEN.
2) If the list is OPEN and empty, the output is
signaled that the search failed, otherwise go to step (3).
3)) ke the first vertex from the OPEN list and move
it to the CLOSED list. Give this vertex the name n.
4) If the depth of the vertex n is equal to the boundary
depth, then go to (2), otherwise to (5).
5)) xpand vertex n by constructing all the vertices
immediately following it. Put them (in any order) at the
beginning of the list of OBJECTS and build pointers
going from them to n.
6) If one of these vertexes is a target, then output the
solution by looking at the corresponding pointers,
otherwise go to step (2).
The depth - first search algorithm iterates along one
path until the maximum depth is reached, then considers
alternative paths of the same or lower depth that differ
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from it only by the last step, then considers paths marked
by the last two steps, and so on.
II. The purpose of the ES
The purpose of the ES is to determine the value of the
object specified by the designer, or to make sure that with
this level of knowledge IN the ES database, the object
value cannot be determined. The value of an object can
either be pre-defined in the KB of the ES, or it is
extracted by the ES from the dialog with the designer [3].
The RED design process in ES is a sequence of steps,
each of which selects a rule from the KB that is used to
determine the goal value. The process ends when the fact
value is determined, or it is shown that it cannot be
determined. RED design can be performed in several
ways, the most common of which are direct output order
and reverse output order (depth - first search).
The direct order of inference is made from the facts
that are in the working set to the conclusion. If such a
conclusion can be found, it is entered in the working set.
Depth-first search: rules are viewed until they are found
in working memory or object values are received from
the user that confirm one of the rule conclusions.
Initially, the designer sets a goal-to determine the design
object.
When searching in depth, the inference machine
searches for a rule containing the design goal in the
conclusion, and then in the process of working with the
ES, the inference machine goes back, moving from
conclusions to conditions, and tries to find among them
those that confirm this proposal. If it turns out to be
correct, then the next object is put forward, detailing the
first one, which is a sub-goal in relation to it.
Next, we look for conditions that confirm the truth of
the subordinate conclusion. Search in depth is used in
cases where the goals are known and relatively few of
them, which is most consistent with the method of
synthesis of RED structural schemes. In addition, this
method of achieving the goal allows you to speed up the
design process by introducing confidence coefficients to
select the further path of movement along the tree, i.e.
reducing the search space in width, and taking into
account the variance of confidence coefficients to reduce
the search space in depth. Therefore, due to the noted
analogies and advantages, this method of achieving the
goal is chosen for the implementation of the process of
synthesis of structural schemes of RED in ES [5].
To implement the circuit synthesis of RED in the
output machine of the production ES, at least the
following procedures should be implemented: FIND,
SOLVE, SAVE, and CLEAN.
To find the required electronic components MOUTH
on specified parameters to a procedure FIND
(Query_SQL), you must pass the SQL query of the
following form: choose all components from the
database, where the values given by an expert or
identified in the process output parameters of the required
electronic components more or less equal to the values of
the component parameters in the database.
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The result of this procedure is the selection of
electronic components whose parameters meet the
constraints specified in the request. If the query results in
multiple components, the designer is asked to select one
of them, or the ES automatically selects the first
appropriate one. To calculate the values of mathematical
expressions that contain integers and decimals,
parentheses, signs of four arithmetic operations, and
mathematical functions such as exponentiation, root
extraction, integration, differentiation, and so on, and are
written as a string, you need to implement their parsing
(the SOLVE/EXPRESSION procedure).
To do this, it is advisable to use the Polish form of
writing (Backus notation) mathematical expressions. The
SAVE (list of objects) procedure allows you to save the
design results in a text file, and the CLEAR (object)
procedure allows you to clear the object value defined
during the design process.
The algorithm for synthesis of RED structural
schemes in a hybrid production ES includes the following
steps. The analysis of the TOR includes entering the
parameters of the TOR by the designer and forming the
design goal. If the designer does not have the values of
the required parameters, the ES cannot carry out the
design process. And if it is necessary to take into account
additional requirements of the TOR, the designer should
make changes to the KB ES. At this stage, the reliability
of heuristic information stored in the database and
necessary for constructive synthesis is of particular
importance [4].
The development of the device at the structural level
includes the selection of the nomenclature of nodes and
cascades of the structural scheme of the designed RED
from the KB. The hybrid production expert system allows
you to present methods for the synthesis of RED
structural schemes in the form of rules. They make it
possible to save the conclusions obtained for the user and
request additional information from him, calculate the
required parameters of structural schemes based on
functional relationships, and select electronic components
based on several parameters from the database. The
synthesis of structural schemes is carried out in a hybrid
production ES that operates with symbolic information in
combination with formula relations. Structural design
ends with the formation of requirements for the
parameters of individual RED nodes, which should
ensure the operation of the entire device.
Conclusion
Thus, the hybrid production ES allows you to
implement expert circuit synthesis of structural diagrams
of individual nodes and the entire RED as a whole, due to
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the fact that the output process is similar to the process of
reasoning of an expert designer. In addition, the ES
provides the calculation of the required parameters of the
RED block diagram by functional relationships and it is
possible to select electronic components based on a set of
parameters from the database. At the same time, the use
of confidence coefficients for choosing the design
direction and taking into account the variance of
confidence coefficients allows you to speed up the design
process by reducing the search space in depth and width.
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ABSTRACT
The subject of the study is multiservice communication net
work using the concept NGN (Next Generation Network)
based on the open network architecture IMS (Internet
Protocol Multimedia Subsystem), supporting a wide range
services. The basis of this architecture is the IMS core, con
sisting of a set of specialized modules responsible for various
functions for customer service. The purpose of the article is
to analyze the existing technical capabilities of the IMS
multimedia messaging subsystem and perspective solutions
for the functioning of the NGN/IMS network efficiency in
providing multimedia service. As the efficiency of the sys
tem, the capacity NGN/IMS networks is selected using the
signaling system and protocols NGN. The capacity
NGN/IMS networks during the establishment of a multi
media session was analyzed and the functional architecture
of the IMS multimedia messaging subsystem that determine
the interaction NGN signaling systems an protocols was
explored. Manage the presentation Triple Play services to
subscribers and simultaneously modify the media stream
within the session allows the protocol for the initialization
of the SIP and Diameter sessions, which are the main IMS
signaling protocol. One of the important requirements for
the IMS subsystem is the maintenance QoS (Quality of
Service). A mathematical model for estimating the quality
of communication services using a system GI/G/1/N based
on the theory diffusion approximation is proposed.

The research presented in this paper is very important for
the theory queuing systems, since the article proposes a
method for investigating multiservice communication net
works with nonPoisson incoming flow and effective results
are obtained for NGN/IMS networks. On the basis of the
model analytical expressions are obtained, which allow
evaluating the performance indicators of the Triple Play
service. The proposed mathematical model can be used to
solve a wide range of practical problems, including the man
agement multiservice traffic in the process its transmission
in multiservice telecommunications networks, taking into
account the quality of service classes. Thus, studies
NGN/IMS network capacity indicators using SIP protocols
are relevant.

KEYWORDS: throughput, NGN/IMS networks,
multimedia session, SIP protocol, IMS subsystem,
signaling traffic.
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Introduction
The constant growth of the volume of transmitted useful and service traffic in multiservice networks with packet switching requires a steady increase in their throughput
when establishing a multimedia session, ensuring the
quality of service of QoS packets of traffic systems and
NGN signaling protocols.
System-technical analysis showed [1-3] that many telecom operators providing multimedia services use service
traffic control systems that implement triple play services,
such as voice services with the ability to activate multimedia applications, video telephony, IPTV, voice and
high-speed access. to the Internet. This approach allows
the integration of various services, provides ample opportunities for personalization and increasing the number of
multimedia services.
To provide telecommunications operators with the
above services in multiservice communication networks,
it is necessary to take into account the quality of service
QoS of service and useful traffic and perception (Quality
of Experience, QoE), which is assessed by several performance criteria [4]. QoS & QoE support is a key requirement for the IMS subsystem and an important indicator of the effectiveness of NGN/IMS networks in establishing a multimedia session. However, this issue has not
been studied well enough and remains poorly researched
[2-6].
Research problem statement
It is known [3-5] that the connection setup time is the
most important QoS indicator of NGN / IMS networks
and is determined from the moment when the caller's terminal transmitted all the message necessary to establish
the connection until the moment when this terminal
equipment (TE) received a signal about the state of the
terminal of the called party.
Based on the study, it was determined [2, 4, 6] that the
considered NGN/IMS network when servicing traffic
packets of systems and signaling protocols is a singlechannel queuing system (QS) of the G1/G/1/N type with a
limited queue (by designation Kendall-Basharina GI –
arbitrary distribution with independent intervals between
applications).
Taking into account the nature of the network traffic
of NGN/IMS signaling systems and protocols, a mathematical model (MM) of a multimedia service is proposed,
taking into account the efficiency indicators of NGN/IMS
networks and the features of diffusion approximation
methods.
The mathematical formulation of the problem of the
proposed MM for assessing the performance indicators of
NGN/IMS networks when establishing a multimedia session is described by the following objective function:
Qэфф. ( )  W[arg max(C i. max ( ))],
i

under the following restrictions
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i  1, n,

(1)

i  1, n

(2)

where C i.max ( )  the maximum value of the throughput of NGN / IMS networks with the rate of the incoming
stream of service traffic  when transmitting the i-th
packet stream; Ti.ср.з  average delay time when transmitting the i-th packet stream; Т i.ож  average waiting
time in the queue when servicing the i-th packet flow;
 i  efficiency factor of NGN / IMS network resources
when
transmitting
the
i-th
packet
stream;
and
accordingly,
the
admissiTi.ож.доп. 
Т i.ср.з,доп.  i.доп.
ble values of indicators of NGN / IMS networks when
transmitting the i-th packet stream, i  1, n .
Expressions (1) and (2) define the essence of the considered new approach based on a mathematical model for
assessing the quality of communication services.
This paper analyzes a model of the functioning of the
efficiency of NGN/IMS networks in the provision of multimedia services, such as voice services with the ability to
activate multimedia applications.
The scheme of investigated model functioning
of multiservice networks NGN / IMS
Based on the analysis of the quality of work of multiservice communication networks, the functional architecture of IMS was determined, which contains the following
levels:
– the level of access and transport;
– sess on management level;
– s rvice and application level.
Figure 1 proposes a diagram of the functioning of the
multimedia service traffic model in the NGN/IMS network.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the model functioning
servicing traffic in the NGN / IMS network

It follows from the diagram that the algorithm for receiving and serving IMS multimedia traffic begins in the
NGN/IMS network at the access network level, as a multi-service access node.
Further, the traffic of the multimedia service is served
using the signaling gateway, the core of the IMS network
using the HSS-Home Subscriber Server and is transmitted
to the AS (Application Server), which interacts with the
logical function S-CSGF, I-CSGF and P-CSGF (Serving,
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Interrogating, Policy – Call Session Control Function)
over SIP.
The analysis shows that the procedure for establishing
a multimedia session is initiated by the terminal equipment and the network access gateway, transmitting the
INVITE request of the switching nodes using the
IP/MPLS protocols through the service access networks
and gateways.
Here, SIP is used to establish, control, and disconnect
communications. For authorization, authentication and
accounting procedures in IMS, the Diameter protocol is
also used.
The IMS core using HSS implements request functionality, proxy server functionality, and session management functionality. After receiving and processing,
requests and responses of the service by the IMS are sent
to the service application server and the service media
server.

(4)

Suppose that due to system failures обс  0 .
Then, the mean E[Tomk ] the failure time interval is expressed as follows:
E[Tomk ] 

вх  вых
 Tотк.доп ,
вх  вых

(5)

where вх , вых  accordingly, the rate of the incoming
and outgoing packet traffic of the NGN/IMS protocols
when establishing multimedia sessions.
Thus, based on the model GI / G /1/ N бн of expression
(5), the average failure time is characterized and is an
indicator of QoS & QoE.
Determining the capacity of NGN/IMS networks
when establishing a multimedia session

Evaluation of performance indicators
of NGN/IMS networks
From the above described principle of operation of
NGN/IMS networks using SIP terminals, it follows that
the operation when providing multimedia services and
when establishing a session can be considered as a singlephase single-line QS with a finite volume of the buffer
storage N.
We assume that a stream of traffic packets of signaling
protocols with certain characteristics arrives at the input
of the buffer storage (BS) of the switching nodes of
NGN/IMS networks. Such a model can be analyzed as a
general QS GI/G/1/N with a limited queue.
Based on the model, in order to assess the temporal
characteristics of NGN/IMS networks when establishing a
multimedia session, an approximate analytical method of
diffusion approximation can be used, the accuracy of
which is within acceptable limits. The idea of the diffusion approximation method is that the distribution Pk of
the queue length in the system GI/G/1/N with a limited
queue with a total load  is approximated by the following distribution [6]:
при k  0
0,
Pk  
k 1
 (1   )(  ) , при k  0

  exp[(  C B2    C A2 ) / 2(   )] ,

(3)

here Pk  characterizes that at each moment of time k
the system has probability distributions of phase states;
  load factor of NGN/IMS networks.
In this system, it is assumed that the rate of arrival of
service traffic flows  differs from the Poisson one, and
the service process from the exponential distribution law
 . Taking into account the quadratic coefficients of variation of the distribution of intervals C A2 between incoming multimedia messages and the distribution of message
lengths C B2 , the load factor of the QS is expressed as fol-

Taking into account the features of the general QS
type GI/G/1/N with a limited queue, the average queue
length E[Lcp ] in BS switching nodes of NGN/IMS networks can be determined by Little's formula by the following expression:
E[Lcp ]  вх  {1  E[Ротк ]}  Е[Tож ] ,

(6)

Based on the proposed MM, the average time to establish a multimedia session for providing Triple Play services, corresponding to the average stay time of traffic
packets in the NGN/IMS switching node, is expressed as
follows:
E[T ycm. ]  {E[Tож ]   1 } (1  Pomk ) ,

(7)

It should be noted that expressions (6) and (7) determine the probabilistic-temporal characteristics of systems
and signaling protocols of NGN/IMS networks and are
indicators of the quality of service QoS of multiservice
traffic.
Taking into account (5), (6) and (7) the maximum value of the throughput of NGN/IMS networks when establishing a multimedia session is determined as follows:
C max ( )  1/ E[Т уст ( )] ,

(8)

The last obtained expressions (5), (6), (7) and (8) are
an indicator of the effectiveness of NGN/IMS networks in
establishing a multimedia session.
Numerical analysis results
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the NGN/IMS network bandwidth on the system load factor and the transmission rate of multimedia traffic.

lows:
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Conclusions
As a result of the study, an MM was proposed, in the
form of a QS of the general type GI/G/1/N with queues,
based on the approximate method of diffusion approximation. Analytical expressions have been obtained that make
it possible to assess the quality of service QoS & QoE of
multiservice traffic and analyze the characteristics of the
NGN/IMS network bandwidth when establishing a multimedia session.
References
Figure 2. Graphical dependence of NGN/IMS network
bandwidth on the system load factor when establishing
a multimedia session
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C max ( )  W (  , вх ,Vck ) shows that with an increase in
the CMO load factor, the NGN/IMS throughput using the
HSS home subscriber servers increases, thereby reducing
the average multimedia session setup time for a given
Vck  155 Mbit/s.
Thus, a comparative analysis of the QS of the general
type GI/G/1/N and M/M/1/N shows that the contribution
of the IMS core to the delays in establishing a multimedia
session is significant and should be taken into account
when designing NGN/IMS networks.
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Narrow Band Internet of Things (NBIoT) is the latest cel
lular radio access technology that was based on LTE tech
nology and implemented as part of the 3GPP 3GPP 3GPP
for Lowpower Widearea Network (LPWAN). The paper
considers the features of NBIoT standards based on the
characteristics of the physical and channel layers of NB
IoT technology based on release 1415 of the 3GPP group.
The aim of this work is also to build and study a model for
serving heterogeneous traffic in an isolated cell of the LTE
standard, which supports the functionality of the Internet
of Things IoT (Internet of Things), in particular eMTC
(enhanced Machine Type Communication). The con
structed mathematical model takes into account the het
erogeneity of the arrival of requests and their dependence
on the number of users of cellular services. Depending on
the number of sources, incoming requests are described by
Poisson or Engset models. The studied model makes it pos
sible to dynamically allocate resources that have LTE.

The current stage of development of infocommunica
tion networks requires solving urgent problems of analyz
ing the characteristics of the quality of service of incoming
requests. Over the past few years, there has been a rapid
growth in the number of telecommunication devices.
According to Cisco forecasts, the number of devices con
nected to the Internet is growing rapidly and already
exceeds the world's population [1, 2]. These include eMTC
devices and various IoT sensors [6]. The increase in the
number of devices connected to the Internet has made it
necessary to develop new methods for assessing the quality
of communication. The existing communication infra
structure is used to transfer the data traffic. Such networks
are often deployed in locations where wired communica
tion is limited. Wired Internet connection of telecommu
nication devices is not always possible in some areas. For
the transmission of video information, voice messages, etc.
in such places where there is no possibility of using wired
communication at all, a wireless communication network
is used. The LTE standard in the last 10 years has been a
leader in the field of mobile communications.
In 2014, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) began development on the Internet of Things stan
dard i.e. provision of services to users using the technology
"energy efficient longrange network LPWAN (Lowpower
Widearea Network)". In the LPWAN category, there are
licensed technologies such as M1 (LTEM) and unlicensed
technologies, for example. Long Range (LoRa), SigFox,
Ingenu, etc. In this paper, we consider servicing requests
from a finite number of users, which are surveillance cam
eras and requests from traditional LTE devices.
This paper examines the features of the NBIoT stan
dard in comparison with the characteristics of LTE tech
nology at the physical layer. When writing this article, the
materials of the LTE Rel.14, 15 specifications were used,
published in December 2016  November 2017.

KEYWORDS: Internet of Things (IoT), LTE, eMTM,
dynamic allocation, rate of lost requests, resource blocks,
NBIoT, bandwidth
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Formulation of the problem
Let's consider a cellular communication of the LTE
standard providing information transfer to the analytical
center. The available radio resources of an LTE cell in the
uplink direction are measured in terms of their smallest
granularity, called a channel or unit resource. The total
number of unit resources is a linear function of the
number of RB (Resource Blocks).
In the investigated cell of the LTE standard, there are
a number of LTE devices and IoT devices connected to
the base station. LTE devices and IoT devices are sources
of requests [7]. For simplicity of calculations, it is
assumed that its base station is located in the center of the
cell, all claims equally use the base station resource
allocated to one claim, regardless of the distance between
the base station and the terminal. The selection of active
devices is performed in a circular cyclic scheme (Round
Robin) as shown in [3].
Let s be the number of video surveillance devices with
high quality of service. To transmit video information of
such devices, it is necessary to use a large number of
channel units.
Table 1
Number of resource blocks depending
on the channel width
Channel width, MHz
Number of resource
blocks

1,4
6

3
15

5
25
25

10
50

1

Let me denote by v – the total number of units of the
required channel resources (the total number of channel
units). Let us recall that in the fourth generation mobile
communication network built according to the LTE
standard, the resource is resource blocks that depend on
the frequency band (Table 1).

Intensity of IoT requests receipt depends on the
number of active video surveillance devices and is equal
to ( s  i1 )  , where i1 is the number of requests from
origin in target group of users in service.
Denote by b1 – the number of channel units needed
to service one request created by a limited number of
video surveillance devices. The intensity of the proposed
traffic is determined by the following formula [4]:

a1 

s
;
1  

where 1 is a parameter of exponential distribution of
service time interval for requests from a finite user group
source.
The constructed model takes into account the
heterogeneity of incoming traffic flows, i.e. dependence
of receipt intensity and requests processing on the traffic
type. Model receives the second type of requests
originating from a large number of LTE devices. Based
on this assumption, a change in their numbers does not
greatly affect intensity of incoming requests. In this case,
we can use the Poisson model to describe the process of
incoming requests.
The arrival of requests from traditional LTE devices
obeys Poisson's law with an intensity  . To service the
incoming request, b2 channel units are used. The
suggested traffic intensity is determined using the
following expression:

a2 


2

,

where  2 – parameter of request servicing time
intervalexponential distribution.
Markov process and quality of service
characteristics
Let i1 (t ) be the number of requests for the
transmission of video information in service at a point in
time t  0 and t  0 - the number of requests from
traditional LTE devices in service at a point in time
t  0 . The change in the state of the model is described
by a random Markov process r (t )  (i1 (t),i2 (t )) defined
on the state space S, consisting of vectors (i1 , i2 ) with
components:

Figure 1. Scheme of active subscribers cyclic service in a cell

Denote by  exponential distribution parameter of
time interval before sending the corresponding request
from one source from final group of users.
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  v 
i1  0,1, ..., min  s1 ,    ;
  b1  
 v  i1b1 
i2  0,1,..., 
.
 b2 
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Let us denote i by the number of cell resource units
occupied in the state of servicing video traffic (i1 , i2 ) and
traffic from traditional LTE devices and is defined as the
total product of the number of requests being serviced at a
point in time t  0 and the number of channel units
required to transmit the corresponding requests ( p(i1 ,i2 )
– stationary probability of the model (i1 , i2 ) state).
It is convenient to compose the equations of statistical
equilibrium of the system following the following rule:
the total incoming flow of probabilities into the state
(i1 , i2 ) must be equal to the total outgoing flow of
probabilities from the state of the carrot process (i1 , i2 )
model r (t ) in its stationary mode. Using the indicator
of the function, we represent all the equations of the
system of equations of equilibrium of states in one
relation, which makes it convenient for the
implementation of iterative algorithms for solving the
corresponding system.
The system of equilibrium equations connecting the
unnormalized probabilities has the form:

P(i1 ,i2 ) (s  i1 )  I (i  b1  v)  i11 I (i1  0) 
  I (i  b2  v)  i2 2 I (i2  0) 
(1)

 P(i1  1, i2 )( s  i1  1)  I (i1  0) 
 P(i1 ,i2  1) I (i2  0) 
 P(i1  1, i2 )(i1  1) 1 I (i  b1  v, i1 1  s) 
 P(i1 ,i2  1)(i2  1) 2 I (i  b2  v).

Let us denote by  1 and  2 the shares of the time
of resource occupancy at the moment of receipt of an
application for servicing video traffic and traffic from
traditional LTE devices, respectively. Let us denote by
 1,с and  2,с the shares of lost requests for the
transmission of video traffic and traffic from endless
traditional LTE devices, respectively.
Let us denote by m1 and m2 - the average number
of resource units occupied in the state of (i1 , i2 )
servicing video traffic and traffic from traditional LTE
devices, respectively.
The average number of requests for video traffic and
traffic transmission from traditional LTE devices will be
denoted by y1 and y2 respectively.

k 



p (i1 ,i2 );



p (i1 ,i2 )(s  i2 ) 

( i1 ,i2 )S i  bk v

 1,c 

( i1 ,i2 )S i  b1 v



( i1 ,i2 )S

16

k  1, 2;

p (i1 ,i2 )(s  i2 ) 

;

 2,c   2
mk 
yk 

;



p(i1 , i2 )ik bk ;



p (i1 , i2 )ik ;

( i1 ,i2 )S

( i1 ,i2 )S

k  1, 2;
k  1, 2.

To assess the listed service quality indicators, it is
necessary to find the value p(i1 ,i2 ) by solving the
equilibrium equation system (1) by the iterative GaussSeidel method [5].
LTE base station resource with NB-IoT functionality.
LTE frame structure
In the past 10 years, there has been a rapid growth in
the number of wireless communications. According to
Cisco's forecast, the number of devices connected to the
Internet is growing rapidly (10% CAGR (Compound
annual growth rate)) and already exceeds the world's
population [2-3]. A significant proportion of such devices
are focused on transmitting a small amount of information
(NB-IoT files) at a rate of ~ 250 kbit/s and ~ 226.7 kbit/s
via the downlink and uplink, respectively.
There is a need to connect a huge number of devices
to the Internet. Therefore, the 3GPP consortium has
implemented the NB-IoT narrowband Internet of Things
standard as a solution to this problem. NB-IoT is
classified as one of the licensed low power, long range,
and low cost cellular technologies for wide area LPWANs
based on LTE technology. There are other licensed
technologies in the LPWAN category, such as M1
(LTE-M), and unlicensed technologies, for example.
Long Range (LoRa), SigFox, Ingenu, etc.
The radio interface of the LTE technology is based on
the Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing OFDM
technology. In order to increase the data transfer rate,
LTE networks use the technology of multi-antenna
systems MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output).
OFDM technology assumes the transmission of a
wideband signal through the independent modulation of
narrowband
subcarriers
of
the
form
sk  ak sin  2 ( f0  k f ) that are located with a certain
frequency step f . The OFDM symbol contains a set of
modulated subcarriers, a payload field and a so-called
Cyclic Prefix CP. In LTE standard, the step between
subcarriers Δf is 15 kHz, which corresponds to an OFDM
symbol duration of 66.7 μs.
Each subscriber unit in a slot is assigned a specific
range of channel resources in the frequency time domain
(Figure 2). The length of an LTE frame is 10ms and each
frame is divided into 10 subframes of 1ms each. One
subframe contains two slots. The duration of each slot is
0.5ms. Depending on the cyclic prefix configuration, each
slot has 7 and 6 OFDM symbols.
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The resource block is the main resource unit for
scheduling data transmission in the radio interface and is
the minimum resource element allocated to the subscriber
unit by the base station scheduler.
Features of the technology of narrowband
Internet of things NB-IoT

Figure 2. LTE frame structure

In the frequency domain, each channel resource
consists of Resource Blocks. In turn, each resource block
consists of 12 adjacent subcarriers, occupying a
bandwidth of 180 kHz (Fig. 1). The number of resource
blocks depends on the channel bandwidth and varies from
6 to 110 resource blocks [2].

NB-IoT devices can operate at lower signal levels,
hence higher noise levels. Another advantage is the
battery saving [5]. NB-IoT technology is designed for
short message transmission only, not for transmission of
audio / video content or large files.
This section discusses the features of the physical
layer of NB-IoT technology. Also presented is a stack of
NB-IoT protocols, based on modern PHY and MAC
levels, in order to identify the knowledge gap and
determine the direction of development of narrowband
Internet of things technology.
Infrastructure of NB-IoT standard network is deployed
on top of the existing LTE infrastructure. The 3GPP
consortium offers three options for deploying NB-IoT
networks: narrow-band Internet of things on the guard
band (NB-IoT Guard Band), in-band (In Band), and
stand-alone (Stand Alone) (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Deployment options for narrowband Internet of things

Figure 4. Resource element
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Figure 5. Single resource RU [9]

Physical channels and signals
NB-IoT standard adopts the same frame structure as
LTE [6-8]. One superframe consists of 1024 frames,
which in turn contain 10 subframes each. One subframe
contains two time slots of 0.5 ms each in the time domain.
In the frequency domain, either 12 subcarriers are used in
each 0.5 ms slot, or 48 subcarriers are used with a 2 ms
slot at a spacing frequency of 3.75 kHz in the uplink.
NB-IoT uses the same protocol stack as LTE.
However, some design changes at both the PHY and
MAC levels have been introduced to support massive
long distance connections with MCL (Maximun Coupling
Loss) up to 20 dB compared to traditional technologies
such as LTE, GSM and GPRS [1].
At the physical layer of NB-IoT, the same
technologies are used as in LTE. OFDM and SC-FDMA
technologies are used in the NB-IoT standard to generate
signals on the transmission of information in the
downlink and uplink, respectively. However, the resource
scheduling block in NB-IoT is a resource element RE
(Resource Element) (or tone) instead of PRB (Physical
Resource Block), allowing NB-IoT devices to transmit a
signal on a single subcarrier at 15 kHz, which makes it
possible to serve multiple users in a frequency band
180 kHz.
Signal transmission in a narrow band on a single
subcarrier of 15 kHz, and the same at a lower frequency
of 3.75 kHz, can significantly increase the spectral density
of the signal and, therefore, the signal-to-noise ratio
increases, which is very important for subscriber devices
that have much less powerful transmitters than the base
station.
Support for multi-tone transmission –
Multi-Tone Transmission
To connect mass devices to one base station, NB-IoT
distributes resource units (RU ― Resource Units) among
several user devices, in contrast to LTE, where the entire
resource unit is allocated to one user in the uplink [1].
The uplink communication uses the SC-FDMA
multiplexing scheme. The frequency spacing between
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subcarriers is 3.75 kHz or 15 kHz. On the downlink, NBIoT uses 15 kHz with OFDM, just like LTE. With 15 kHz
spacing, NB-IoT can allocate both single-tone (8ms) and
multi-tone (3 tones, 6 tones, and 12 tones) to different
users in 4ms, 2ms and 1ms durations, respectively. With
3.75 kHz, only single-tone is supported with 48
subframes of 32 ms duration. RU is another larger brick
from which transport blocks (Transport blocks, TB),
assigned to the user, are formed.
Conclusion
This article discusses dynamic resource allocation for
sharing real-time IoT traffic streams, packet data, and
traffic from traditional LTE devices over radio resources
of an LTE cell. In the constructed model, two types of
flows were considered. The first type of traffic represents
streams coming from sources from the end user group and
the second from traditional LTE devices. Depending on
the number of sources, incoming requests are described
by Poisson or Engset models.
All the random parameters used in the model have an
exponential distribution with corresponding mean values.
And also in the work, a model for assessing the quality of
service requests in a mobile communication network of
the LTE standard is built, taking into account the
heterogeneity of incoming traffic flows.
The analysis process of applications joint service in
isolated cell of the LTE standard, which supports the IoT
functionality, in particular, eMTM, is carried out. Using
the constructed model, the main indicators of the quality
of service are determined on the basis of obtained values
of the limiting probabilities of model stationary states.
Investigated model allows to dynamically distribute
the available resource between incoming requests. The
constructed model provides operators with additional
opportunities to improve quality of LTE cellular network.
The LTE base station with NB-IoT functionality uses
DCI (Downlink Control Information) to transmit
downlink / uplink scheduling overhead to NB-IoT. Then,
based on the scheduling information received, the NB-IoT
user equipment (UE) determines the deployment mode of
the NB-IoT network (autonomous mode, in-band mode or
in the guard interval), as well as cell identification and
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finds out which resource elements are already in use in
LTE.
Thus, the UE can map the PDCCH and PDSCH
symbols into available resource elements. For example, in
the downlink, NPDCCH is transmitted by aggregating
narrowband control elements (entry 0 and entry 1), where
entry 0 is transmitted by subcarriers 0 through 5 and entry
1 using subcarriers 6 through 11 in a subframe.
In addition, DCI can be multiplexed in one subframe,
or one DCI can be mapped in one subframe, according to
the aggregation level used. NB-IoT uses limited BPSK
and QPSK modulation schemes with support for only one
antenna, both in uplink and downlink.
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ABSTRACT
The methods and means of improving the efficiency and the parame
ters of the dynamic parameters of the elastic plate of the optical com
mutator drive using advanced information and telecommunication
technologies are analyzed. The bandwidth of optical communication
networks based on systems with flat springloaded optical drive switch
rods is investigated. On the basis of the study, the dynamic parameters
of the elastic plate of the optical commutator drive are proposed a
structuralfunctional scheme of a system with flat springloaded plates
and linear algebraic equations for the dynamics of an elastic plate with
the aid of which the equation for small oscillations of a rod near a rec
tilinear position is compiled. The equations of dynamics of systems
with flat springloaded optical drive switch rods are considered and
determined. On the basis of the systemtechnical analysis, a general
integral of the spring deflection equation is determined. With the help
of the solution, the equation for the dynamics of an elastic plate
obtained a mathematical expression of the displacement of the upper
end of the rod vertically of the springloaded drive system of the opti
cal commutator.
KEYWORDS: dynamics equations, optical commutator drive, integral of
the deflection equation, fiberoptic networks
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Introduction
The main advantage of fiber-optic networks is their practically unlimited bandwidth. The practical value of this property lies
in the possibility of a multiple increase in the speed of information transmission over fiber-optic communication channels on
a global scale. This makes research in the field of optical networks very relevant and promising.
Systems with flat spring-loaded (Fig. 1) plates and other
microelectromechanical and piezoceramic drives [1, 2] can be
used as a drive in the switch.
As noted in [1], each linear-translational motion drives under
the action of signals from the switch control unit can be in a passive (recessed) or active (vertical) position.
As can be seen from Figure 1, a semitransparent mirror in the
passive position can pass the optical beam (Fig. 1a), or deflect
the beam at an angle of 90o, dividing it into two equal flows
(Fig. 1b).

Figure 2. Kinematics of an elastic plate

In the given problem, the elastic rods under the action of the
force  F(t) , the gravity force m of the mirror and the rigid support, as well as the conditions of attachment at the ends, will be
in conditions of longitudinal-transverse bending (Fig. 2b). Since
the end of the rod is considered rigidly fixed, then when the rod
is curved, in addition to the reaction force R0 , there is also an
end moment M 0 . The force P is equal to half the weight of the

Figure 1. Kinematics of a system with flat
spring loaded plates:
1 – base; 2 – spring-loaded plates; 3 – translucent mirror; 4 – optical
beam of direct passage; 5 – pulling force of the plates; 6 – direction of
decreasing the height of the system (drowning the translucent mirror)
downward; 7 – deflected beam; 8 – beam passed through a semitransparent mirror; 9 – force of compression of plates; 10 – directions of
increasing the height of the system (falling of the translucent mirror) up.

A distinctive feature of the system with flat spring-loaded
plates (Fig. 1) is that due to the spring-loaded drive [3], when the
acting voltage is removed, the system returns to its original (initial) position. In the system, both electromagnetic and piezoelectric translational drive can be used as a drive.
1..

uation of dynamics of an elastic plate

Consider a system with flat spring-loaded plates [3], in which
there are two elastic plates A and B with a given length L and
rigidity C. On them, as shown in Fig. 1a, a semitransparent mirror of mass m is attached. To obtain the dynamic equation of this
system  F(t) , we divide the spring-loaded plates into two parts
along the line as shown in Fig. 1b. We will assume that acting on
one of the plates with a force, we thereby force it to contract or
lengthen (respectively, the other plate will contract or lengthen),
and the height of the plate (in Fig.1b) is shortened or lengthened
by  x . The force exerts a similar effect  F(t) on the other
plate.

mirror and the rigid support P  mg 2 . The second part of the
weight of the mirror and rigid support comes from the other rod.
Compose the equation of small vibrations of the rod near the
rectilinear position. We assume that the distributed mass of the
rod is negligible in comparison with the mass of the mirror and
the rigid support, while neglecting the resistance forces, the
equation of small vibrations has the form [4]:

EI

 2
  p  M
x 2

(1)

where v(x,t) – dynamic deflection at each point, E – modulus
of elasticity, I – moment of inertia, M (x,t) – dynamic bending
moment arising in the cross-sections of the bar as a result of
transverse load and support reactions.
We divide the rod into two (1 and 2) sections, then the bending moment will be:
in the first section M 1  R0 (t)  M 0 (t )

(2)

in the second section M 2  R0 (t)x  M 0 (t)  F2 (t) x 



L

2

Then, in the first section, we get the following differential
equation:

 21
1
2
 R0 X  M 0 
2  К 0 1 
EI
х

(4)

in the second section:
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1
2
2  K0 2 
x
EI

L 


 R0 X  M 0  F  X  2  



(5)

where the notation is introduced: K 02  P EI ;
P  mg 2 .
It is known that [5], the equations of small oscillations can be
satisfied with the expressions:

  x , t   V  x  e i   t
F2  t   F e

i   t

R 0  t   R 0 e i   t
M 0  t   M 0 e i   t

(7)

in the second section:

(8)

Then, the general integral of equations (7) and (8), respectively, will be:

1
V1  x  C1SinK0 X  C2 CosK0 X 
 R X  M0 
EIK02 0

(9)

L
1 

V2  x   C 3 SinK 0 X  C 4 CosK 0 X 
R X  M0  F X  

2
EIK 02  0

These constant coefficients are determined from the conditions for fixing the plate at the ends and the conditions of continuity during the transition from the first section to the second.
In the case considered in Fig. 2b case, these conditions are as
follows:

V (0)  0

x  L 2 V1 (L 2)  V2 ( L 2) V ( L 2)  V (L 2)
xL
V2 ( L)  0
V2I (L)  00
I
1

I
2

(11)

Using boundary conditions (11) from (9) and (10) after some
transformations [4], we obtain a system of six linear algebraic
equations, from the solution of which we finally obtain the desired constant coefficients:

22

S i n 3  2 
F
;
2 K 0 P C o s  2 

R0 

F
;
2

0

 

F S i n  2 
2 K 0 C o s  2 

  L

3 m  g
2  b  h3  E

(12)
–

constant

parameter,

b – width and h – plate thickness.
Then the general integral of the deflection equation, in the
first and second sections, respectively, will be:

V2  x  C3 SinK0 X  C4 CosK0 X  C1 K 0 X  C2 

(13)

L
F
X  
2  (14)
P

Taking into account (12) in (13), finally, in the first section
get:

V1 x  

(10)

As can be seen from (9) and (10), in each section the deflection linearly depends on the constant parameters in the first and
second sections: C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , R0 and M 0 .

V1 (0)  0

C o s 3  2 
F
;
2 K 0 P C o s  2 

V 1  x   C 1  SinK 0 X  K 0 X   C 2 C osK 0 X  1

d 2V2
1 
L 

2
 R0 X  M 0  F  X   

2  K0 V2 

2
dx
EI 

I
1

S i n  2 
F
;
2 K 0 P C o s  2 

C4 

where

d V1
1
2
 R0 X  M0 
2  K0 V1 
dx
EI

at
at

C3  

M

2

x0

C2  

(6)

here  is some constant.
Substituting expressions (6) into (4) and (5), get:
in the first section:

at

F
;
2K0P

C1 

F L
 A1 x 
4P

(15)

where

A1  x  


1 

S in K 0 X  tg 1  cos K 0 X   K 0 X 

 
2


Taking into account (12) in (14), finally, in the second section get:

V 2 x  

F  L
A 2 x 
4P

(16)

where

  3

Sin
 K0 X 




1
2
A2  x   
 K 0 X  2  tg 


2
Cos


2
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2.. V tical offset of the upper end of the bar

L 

One of the important parameters of the optical commutator
drive with the proposed flat spring-loaded rods is the displacement of the upper end of the rod on which the semitransparent
mirror is fixed (position 3 in Fig. 1). Therefore, after determining
the deflection, we determine the vertical displacement of the upper end of the bar.
With lateral deflection, the centerline of the bar is initially
compressed, and the upper part of the spring-loaded system is
somewhat lengthened. We assume that the rod is not extensible.
Therefore, consider an element dS of the curved axis of the
beam (Fig. 2b). Let dX is its projection onto the axis X , then
there will be a bend dV . The vertical offset of the top end of the
bar will be:
L
L
L 
2
 1 L dV 2
 dV  


L   dL    dS  dX     1  
  dX  dX    
 dX ;
 dX  
 2 0  dX 
0
0
0 



(17)
To determine the vertical displacement of the upper end of
the bar L , we use solutions (9) and (10). Then the total rod
elongation has:

 L =  L1 +  L2

(18)

 L

1

 L2



L / 2



0

L

1

2



L /2

 d V

 d X

1

 dV2 


 dX 





2

d X

(21)




 2 cos  1 tg 2  2 sin  

2
  2 i t
 2
 tg 2  3   tg 2  e

(23)

Taking into account (22) and (23) in (18), the expression describing the displacement of the semitransparent mirror is obtained as
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(25)

function V (x) reaches its maximum value when X  L 2 , then:

F (t)
L
L
V1    V2    VMAX 
 L  D1  
2
2
4P
 
 

(26)

where

D1   

 
 tg    1
  2

2

L  L
D  

Also, it can be shown that:

(22)

F (t ) L
32 P 2

L
L  D( )

where L – displacement of the top end of a rod or translucent
mirror.
Similarly, by imposing such particular solutions, one can obtain a formula for the external action F(t) for the general case
of transverse vibrations.
To determine the greatest transverse deflection of the bar
Vmax , we will use the condition for fixing the plate. As noted, the

(20)

 4
4
F (t) 2 L  2 

tg
L1 
 3  cos  1tg  sin   e 2 it
2 
2

2 
32 P 

L 2 

L
 2 mg
L  D ( )

V MAX  D 1   

Next, an expression can be obtained for the displacement of
the upper end of the rod of the spring loaded drive system or the
upper end of the semitransparent mirror of the optical switch.
For this case, we will have [5]:

2

F (t )  4  P

dX

F2
L 
 L  D   е 2 i   t
16 p 2
1

D   tg 2    3 
 2


Considering that F ( t )  F  e it , find:

(19)

2

Taking into account (15) in (19) and (16) in (20) and after
transformation, we finally obtain the mathematical expression for
the vertical displacement of the upper end of the rod of the
spring-loaded optical commutator drive system:

where

(24)

Excluding the value of the external action from relation (26),
we represent the largest transverse deflection in a different form:

where
1
2

F (t ) 2  L
 D ( )  e 2 i t
16 P 2

L 

2
F (t) D  
D   V MAX



 VMAX
4 p D1  
D12   L

F (t )  4 p 

D   L
V MAX
 4p 1
L  D1  
D   V MAX

(27)

(28)

(29)

Thus, all mathematical expressions for the dynamic parameters (such as the deflection equations V (L) , external force F (t)
and displacement of the upper end L ) of the spring-loaded
system from the parameters of the elastic plate ( L – length, b –
width, h – thickness and m – masses of the elastic plate with a
semitransparent mirror) of the optical commutator drive.
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ABSTRACT
Is studied the effect of measurement error on the accuracy
of selecting the modulation type in the transmitter of the
base station. The article discusses changes in the statistical
characteristics of the measured signal as it passes through
the stage of the feedback loop of the system of the LMDS
type. Probabilistic characteristics of pilotsignal are deter
mined at the output of this loop. The aim of the work was to
find a compromise between the type of modulation and the
power of the BS transmitter to maintain the transmission
faithfulness within the given limits in the forward channel of
an interactive wireless broadband radio access system of the
LMDS. In this system a transition is made from one type of
modulation to another in order to maintain the noise
immunity of the system within the admissible limits. An
adaptive controlling method of modulation type makes it
possible to obtain an energy gain in the forward channel of
the system.
It is useful to determine the type of modulation by measur
ing the current value of the signaltointerference ratio at
the base station (BS) receiver. For this purpose a pilot signal
is transmitted on the reverse channel of the system. This sig
nal, passing through the turbulent medium, undergoes
attenuation, and therefore at the input of the BS receiver we
have a random process. Moreover, the distribution law of
this process can be different and is determined by the com
munication channel model. The problem consisted in

determining the necessary probabilistic characteristics of
the output process by using the system parameters and prob
abilistic characteristics of the input random process. For this
purpose the cumulants of the input random process and the
random process at the output of the linear inertial system
are determined. An expression for the probability density of
the random process at the output of a linear inertial system
is obtained.
The graphics of the error probability on the energy parame
ter at 16QAM and 64QAM type of modulation are con
structed. The influence of the measurement error on the
accuracy of the choice of the modulation type in the trans
mitter of the BS is studied. The limits of the change in the
energy parameter are defined graphically, under which the
modulation type changes to ensure a given error probability.
It is determined, that the system is more critical to the
measurement error at high admissible error probability, i.e.
at high error probabilities, small errors in the measurement
of the signaltonoise ratio make it necessary to transition to
a more noiseimmune modulation mode.
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adaptive selection of the modulation type
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1.

Problem Statement

In order to provide the population with various types of information and to solve the "last mile" problem, integral telecommunication technologies are used, the varieties of which are
wireless broadband radio access systems such as LMDS (Local
Multipoint Distribution Systems) and MVDS (Multipoint Video
Distribution Systems). These systems are high-speed and are
built according to the cellular principle [1].
Various modulation methods have been proposed in LMDS
systems [2]. Moreover, in the same base station transmitter (BS),
different types of modulation are used, depending on the distance
to the subscriber – for distant subscribers, a more noise-resistant
type of modulation is used. Such a transition is carried out in
order to maintain the system's noise immunity within acceptable
limits. Typically, the signal strength decreases as distance to receiver increases. Therefore, in the named system, QPSK modulation is used for distant users, and for near ones it is replaced by
M-QAM modulation.
Signal attenuation is random, and the known models of radio
signal propagation make it possible to give only conjectural estimates of signal level at the receiving point. Therefore, changing
the type of modulation, based on the distance to subscriber station, cannot give the desired result from the point of view of ensuring the necessary transmission fidelity. A quick assessment of
the signal level in BS and the method of adaptive selection of the
type of modulation and power control over BS transmitter channels may be the most acceptable option to ensure necessary
transmission fidelity.
In mobile communication systems, open and closed loop
power control methods are used to solve the far-close problem.
Also, circuits and algorithms for power regulation in them are
drawn up. The reference signal for power control is the pilot signals emitted by the subscriber transmitters.
The aim of this work is to find a compromise between the
type of modulation and power of BS transmitter to maintain fidelity of transmission within the specified limits in forward
channel of interactive system of wireless broadband radio access
of LMDS type.
2.

Controlling the type of modulation in broadband
radio access systems

The power control in the forward channel is of particular importance, since at high power the BS transmitter interferes with
other cells and sectors [3]. This adjustment helps reduce forward
link interference.
Signal attenuation depends on various factors and the use of a
certain type of modulation depending on the distance may not be
beneficial due to energy considerations and a decrease in the
transmission rate when using the appropriate type of modulation.
Therefore, it is of interest to determine the type of modulation by
measuring the current value of the signal-to-noise ratio in the BS.
Such an adaptive method for controlling the type of modulation
will provide an energy gain in the forward channel.
The stated task belongs to the class of systems management.
Control is a purposeful impact on the control object to maintain
certain parameters within the required limits. System identification, state estimation and control are the main typical tasks of
systems control theory. It can be deterministic or stochastic. Typically, external disturbances affect the operation of the control
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system. If you do not take into account the influence of these
interferences, then the control system is considered deterministic.
Taking into account the noise and their statistical features, the
control system is considered as stochastic [4]. Stochastic control
performs the task of optimal control of the system under the influence of noise on the control and measuring units.
Pilot signal emitted by subscriber station, passing through a
turbulent medium, undergoes attenuation, and therefore at the
input of BS receiver we have a signal:

S(t )  A(t )cos[0t  0  (t )] .
Here 0 – frequency,  0 – initial phase, A( t ) – amplitude,
(t ) – random phase of the pilot signal at the input of the demodulator. The amplitude and phase of the measured signal are
random in this case. Moreover, the laws of their distribution can
be different and are determined by the communication channel
model [5]. From the given distribution models of the signal value, the distribution of the signal amplitude can be determined.
For example, if during slow fading the distribution of the signal
value obeys a lognormal law, then the signal amplitude is described by the Rice distribution law [6]. A pilot signal arrives at
the detector's input, the amplitude of which obeys one of the
above laws.
3.

Change in the statistical parameters of the measured
signal when it passes through the control circuit stages

Pilot signal is fed to the demodulator input. Pilot signal demodulator can be represented by the following block diagram
(Fig. 1). The task is to determine required probabilistic characteristics of the output process with known parameters of system and
probabilistic characteristics of input random process. In communication theory, filters belong to the class of linear inertial systems. A system is called linear if it obeys of superposition principle. A linear inertial system, at the input of which there is a
random process ( t ) , starting from the moment t = 0, is described by a fluctuation differential equation [4]. Exact solution
to this equation obtained for a Gaussian random process.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the measuring signal demodulator

We assume that the input random process is stationary in broad
sense. Methods for determining the probability density at output of
a linear inertial system are known if probability density of input
random process is known. Based on the known probability density
of input random process, its cumulants are found [4, 6]:

æ k 

d k( v )
dv

,

k  1,2,3,........

v0

Here
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w ( y ) 

w  x  – one-dimensional probability density of input random pro-

cess t  ,   v  – its characteristic function.

After calculating the cumulants of the input random process,
the transfer function of the linear inertial system is determined.
Transfer functions of filters are given in the literature [4, 6]. Let
us assume that the impulse response of this system is expressed
by the formula [4, 6]:

g( t )  e t .
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Taking into account the values of the cumulants of the input
random process t  7] from (3) obtain:
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where H n  y  – Hermite polynomials defined by the formulas
[4]:
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For small values of high-order cumulants, we use only the
first two terms in (5). Then initial moments of the first, second
and third order participate in the approximated probability density of random process at filter output.
Suppose the pilot signal amplitude obeys a Rayleigh distribution. Then for the input random process we define:

æ 1  m1  

;

.
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3 M 22

of distribution of the input random process.
The approximation of the probability density of a random
process at the output of a linear inertial system is carried out by
the cumulants at the output of this system. We apply the Edgeworth series to approximate the probability density of output
random process [4, 6]. The named series after rearrangement has
the form [8]:
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The cumulants of output random process are determined using (4):
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Integrating in (2), taking into account (1) for values t  0
and  > 0 (which correspond to conditions of our problem), we
find:
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We calculate the cumulants of output random process t  ,
for which we use impulse response of this linear system and expression [4, 7]:

æ k

1  y2 / 2
e

2



(6)

The resulting expression describes the distribution of pilot
signal amplitude at output of feedback loop filter with amplitude
fluctuations according to Rayleigh law in the communication
channel. This distribution is not symmetric and, for nonsymmetric distributions, Edgeworth series is not the best option.
Second term in the middle bracket on the right side of expression
(6) is a polynomial. Therefore, it would be convenient here to
use Pearson polynomials for approximation.
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To determine probabilistic characteristics of a random process  t  (Fig. 1), it is necessary to know the characteristics
g t,t  of a nonlinear element (detector), where t  – input,

signal reception against the background of fluctuation noise. For
this, in formula (8) we replace hб2 by hб2

 t  – output random processes, function g  is determined by

system parameters. This function is deterministic. We assume
that sum of measured signal and fluctuation noise acts at the detector input:

( t )  S( t, )  n( t ) ,

(7)

where n(t) – Gaussian random process with zero mathematical
expectation.
The one-dimensional probability density of two independent
random processes sum is determined by well-known formula.
Based on the arguments of literature [6], taking into account
(7), we find the probability density of a random process at the
detector output:
 z  y0
w ( z1 ,t1 )  w  1
 R
i

y

0

,t    (z1 )  w ( y1 ,t1 )dy1 ;




.

z1  0

Here wS ( x1 ,t1 ) and wn ( y1 ,t1 ) – p obability density of processes S( t, ) and n( t ) respectively, ( z1 ) – lta function.

Figure 2. Dependences of the error probability
on the energy parameter hб2 :
1 – if a signal is received when UWB and jitter noise for 64-QAM;
2 – in case of receiving a signal during action UWB interference
and fluctuation noise for 16 QAM

4.. nfluence of measurement accuracy
on the system noise immunity
The literature investigates noise immunity of communication
systems with amplitude-phase modulation. The probability of an
error under the action of only fluctuation noise was determined [9]:

 

p ош hб2

1

21 
M


log 2 M



 Q 3 log 2 M h 2  ,
 2M  1 б 



(8)

64-QAM in the case of ultra-wideband interference and taking
into account fluctuation noise (Fig. 2). It follows from the graphs
that, with a high permissible error probability, a small change in
the signal-to-noise ratio makes it necessary to switch from one
mode to another - a more noise-immune modulation mode. For
example, at pош = 0.16 with an increase hб2 of 1.6 times, it is
necessary to change the modulation mode, while at pош = 0.08,

where М – number of QAM signal positions, Q – error
function, h 2  Eб , N0 – noise intensity, Eб – the energy of one
б
N0
bit, determined by the formula: Eб  Tб Pс , Pс – average signal
strength, Tб – information bit duration: Tб  Tэс /log 2 M , Tэс –
1 , Fc – signal spectrum width.
elementary duration:
T эс 
 Fc
It is shown that real broadband interference can be represented
as white Gaussian noise and, at the same time, with some accuracy,
the energy parameter can be determined from the noise immunity as
the ratio of the average signal energy to the spectral density of the
noise and the above interference hб2 [10]. It is also possible to determine with some accuracy the probability of error under the action
of the above-mentioned interference by the formula obtained for
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We have constructed graphs of the dependence of the error
probability pош on the energy parameter hб2 for 16-QAM and

such a change must be carried out with an increase hб2 of 2.27
times. Therefore, in the first case, the measurement system is
more sensitive to measurement errors.
Conclusions
Changing the type of modulation, based on distance to subscriber station, cannot give the desired result in terms of ensuring
necessary transmission fidelity. Adaptive choice of type modulation and power control over the BS transmitter channels by realtime estimation of signal level in BS may be the most acceptable
option to ensure necessary transmission fidelity.
A pilot signal, passing through a turbulent propagation medium, becomes a random process. For the accuracy of determining
power value or signal-to-noise ratio, the change in statistical parameters of this random process at output of main stages in
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closed feedback loop was studied. With a high permissible error
probability, small errors in measuring signal-to-noise ratio make
it necessary to switch from one mode to another – more noiseimmune modulation mode.
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ABSTRACT
To meet the rapid deployment of 5G around the globe, it is
evident that a variety of transport solutions are required in
order to fulfill the needs of communications service
providers. The international rollout of 5G is progressing
much more quickly than anticipated and the necessity for
high capacity backhaul and fronthaul has never been more
apparent. Suburban and urban high capacity sites in 2022
will require capacities of up to 2 and 10Gbps respectively,
while towards 2025 we will see examples of sites stretching
between 5 and 20Gbps. Microwave is already well posi
tioned to support all backhaul capacity needs using stand
alone Eband or multicarrier solutions. In regards to fron
thaul, microwave can act as a complement to fiber for
antenna site capacities in a range of 10Gbps in 2019 and
25Gbps by 2022.
Now that commercial 5G services have gathered a strong
global momentum, the dust settles on future spectrum use.
Some backhaul frequency bands will eventually be transi
tioned to 5G access use, such as 26GHz in Europe. In con
trast, the Eband and 32GHz band are acknowledged as
essential for the backhaul of 5G. The solutions which are
viable for each service provider and country are dictated by
microwave spectrum availability, which in turn impacts both
capacity and the total cost of ownership. In order to enable
higher capacities in both traditional spectrum and Eband,
access to wider bandwidths is important. Without this, more
complex and spectrumefficient solutions are required.
MIMO is an important enabler for countries with limited
spectrum availability to reach high capacity links of 1Gbps

and beyond. By using MIMO and Eband radios,
Deutsche Telekom and Ericsson were able to smash the
100Gbps barrier during a trial in Athens, Greece. With opti
mal antenna arrangement, the trial achieved 139Gbps over
1.5km, with high availability and low latency. Such
microwave links will be ideal as cost and timeefficient
complements to optical fiber for closure and redundancy of
metro and core fiber rings, fiber extension applications,
campus and enterprise connections and backups to existing
highcapacity fiber links. As a result of technological devel
opments, we expect that the first 100Gbps links will be
deployed in 5 to 8 years, depending on the market demands.
After almost a decade of experience in commercial Eband
deployment, we have gained a number of insights to assist in
Eband's future usage. For example, we foresee an increased
use of Eband for longer hops, even if that means accepting
a slightly lower availability. The widespread use of Eband
increasingly supports our prediction that Eband will
account for 20 percent of all new microwave links by 2025.
It is evident that microwave is well prepared for the network
evolution of 5G and beyond.

KEYWORDS: Eband, MIMO for microwave,
100Gbps barrier, 5G

This article was written in collaboration with Deutsche Telekom – one of the world's leading integrated telecommunications
companies, with some 178 million mobile customers, 28 million fixednetwork lines, and 20 million broadband lines in more
than 50 countries. They provide fixednetwork/broadband, mobile communications, Internet, and IPTV products and services
for consumers, and information and communication technology (ICT) solutions for business and corporate customers.
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potential to reach beyond 100Gbps in the future; other
fronthaul use cases might also be applicable.

Handling the capacity evolution
As seen in the June 2019 edition of the Ericsson Mobility Report, the 5G rollout is happening quicker than
expected. The LTE and 5G New Radio (5G NR) expansion will continue in terms of both capacity and coverage.
LTE coverage will reach 90 percent and 5G coverage 45–
65 percent (depending on deployments in the existing
LTE band) by 2024 across the globe.
The increase in backhaul capacity per site when introducing 5G NR depends on several considerations, such as
technology (e.g. MU-MIMO), 5G NR spectrum (low, mid
and high band) and potential underlying small cells within
its coverage area. The upper table in Figure 1 is a forecast
of the backhaul capacity per site, with the predictions for
2022 and towards 2025 that support the rollout of 5G NR.

Figure 2. Simplified RAN architecture

Figure 1. Capacity forecast

The figures for 2019 show a slight increase for both
urban sites and suburban high capacity sites due to LTE
capacity upgrades in the networks. The low capacity figures represent around 80 percent of all sites, while the
high capacity figures represent only a small percentage.
Suburban and urban high-capacity sites in 2022 will require capacities up to 2 and 10Gbps respectively, while
towards 2025, we will see examples of sites stretching
between 5 and 20Gbps respectively. Microwave is well
positioned and can already today support all these capacity scenarios, using standalone E-band or multi-carrier
solutions within the band and/or across several bands,
such as E-band in combination with 18GHz.
Fronthaul is the connection between the digital unit
and the antenna, which are the Common Public Radio
Interface (CPRI) and evolved CPRI (eCPRI) interfaces, as
seen in Figure 2. These interfaces require higher bandwidths and very low latency compared to Next Generation
(NG) or F1 interfaces. Microwave is a complementary
technology for fronthaul, when fiber is not a viable solution.
The capacity per antenna site is the capacity of the
connection to the digital unit, either on the same site or at
a C-RAN site. An antenna site can also be an offshoot
from a D-RAN site, typically as a small cell or street macro deployment. Microwave can be used at the antenna site
when capacities are in the range of 10Gbps in 2019 and
25Gbps towards 2022. The introduction of eCPRI will
enable the use of standard packet E-band radios. E-band
can already support low capacity antenna sites, with the
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Figure 1 states the expected future capacities, but it is
important that we know how service providers are currently handling the capacity evolution with microwave
links. We have examined two very different regions – the
Scandinavian countries and India. As a Scandinavian service provider exemplified by Hi3G in this paper, both
traditional bands (6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 18, 23, 26, 28,
32, 38 and 42GHz) and E-band are available, while in
India, only 7, 13, 15, 18 and 23GHz can be used. Moreover, in Sweden, link-by-link licensing is normally used
(with a few exceptions) for both traditional bands and Eband, while service providers only pay a small fee per
carrier, irrespective of the frequency band or channel
bandwidth.
In Denmark, traditional bands and E-band are link-bylink and the spectrum fee is proportional to the channel
bandwidth.
In India the spectrum is block licensed per circle, per
28MHz channel. All these differences result in totally
different strategies and solutions for microwave links in
their networks.

Figure 3. How a Scandinavian service provider expands
capacity in traditional bands

Figure 3 shows a clear trend in Scandinavian countries
when comparing 2018 with 2019. Moving from narrow
channels to 112MHz channels, with or without XPIC,
means a migration to more than 1Gbps using one or two
carriers on traditional bands. For this particular Scandinavian service provider, 29 percent of all traditional links
are 112MHz in 2019. Combined with the introduction of
E-band links in their network, as seen in Figure 4, we can
see that 70 percent of E-band links are designed for
3Gbps or more. By comparing the E-band strategies of
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Sweden and Denmark, there is a majority of 250 and
500MHz links for Denmark, with wider channels for
Sweden. This is largely due to the different spectrum fee
strategies in each country.

released 1.6GHz in the 28GHz band. In Europe, the
26GHz band (24.25-27.5GHz) is the pioneering high
band, with some countries expected to release a 1GHz
subset as a first phase.
Europe is also interested in the 42GHz band, since the
38GHz band is too heavily used for microwave backhaul
and also intended for satellite use. Work to harmonize the
42GHz band for 5G is expected to start immediately after
WRC-19. China has indicated interest in the 24.7527.5GHz band and the 37-43.5GHz range. A global overview of decisions and indications for the 26 and 28GHz
bands is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. A Scandinavian service provider expanding
capacity with E-band

In comparison, an Indian service provider only has a
few bands to use and only 28MHz channels. They need to
use multi-carrier solutions to meet high capacity links of
1Gbps and beyond, which means more complex site solutions, such as quadruple carriers and using MIMO. It is
evident that the spectrum and availability of wider channels, including E-band, simplifies the migration towards
increased capacity in a network with single carrier and
dual carrier multi-band solutions.

Figure 5. 26 and 28GHz bands being decided or considered
for 5G NR

The latest on spectrum
In country after country, 5G networks are being
switched on and by 2024 they are expected to carry 35
percent of the global mobile data traffic.1.
New spectrum in high, mid and low frequency bands
are being planned and awarded in an ever-increasing
number of nations. Subsets of the new bands are often
made available on a national level, to stepwise transition
existing users (such as satellite, broadcasters, fixed wireless or others) from the band. In addition, all 3GPP bands
in use for current mobile generations will eventually be
considered for 5G services. An even faster rollout of 5G
coverage can be supported by deployments of 5G in the
same spectrum as 4G, enabled by a technological advancement known as spectrum sharing.
Microwave backhaul is used extensively in many frequency bands above 6GHz and will remain an essential
transport medium for 5G. Some of these bands will increase in backhaul use, while others will eventually transition to 5G NR access. The timing of the transition will
vary, as the best use of each band will change over time in
different countries. In addition to the 5G spectrum plans
of pioneering countries, the International Telecommunication Union’s (ITU) World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC-19) in November 2019 will identify which
bands in the 24-86GHz range suit 5G.
The us takes the lead in high band 5G
The ranges 24.25-29.5GHz and 37-43.5GHz are specified by 3GPP for 5G NR. The United States is leading the
efforts on 5G NR use in high bands, with 4GHz of total
bandwidth being released in the 24, 28, 37 and 39GHz
bands. Other leading countries are Korea, which has released 2.4GHz in the 28GHz band, and Japan, which has
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Figure 6. The momentum of E-band backhaul

Essential frequency bands for backhaul
The E-band (71-76GHz paired with 81-86GHz) is becoming an essential backhaul band of high global alignment. Its use has grown rapidly over the last couple of
years, especially in countries with an attractive spectrum
license fee. For example, in Poland and the Czech Republic, about 20 percent of all hops are now in E-band (Figure 6). In preparation for 5G, transport networks will be
upgraded to support higher capacities. Fiber penetration
will increase, and the E-band is the widely recognized
frequency choice for 5G transport in urban and suburban
areas.
This will facilitate the transition of backhaul from
bands now being designated for 5G NR use, such as
26GHz in Europe. The E-band has been studied for 5G
NR access use, but this no longer has any support. However, it has been acknowledged as essential for backhaul
use. The 32GHz band (31.8-33.4GHz) has also been
deemed unsuitable for 5G NR, and instead it is a strong
candidate to become a global backhaul band.
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Scattered view and use of the 60GHz band
The backhaul usage in the 57-66GHz band is very limited. The band’s status has been immature, with subsets
licensed for backhaul in some countries, while in other
countries it is designated for license-exempt technology
agnostic use. The whole band is unlicensed in the United
States, with rules to limit the probability of interference
for wireless configurations with everything from omni to
high directivity antennas.
In Europe, the rules were changed in June 2019 to allow similar license-exempt use as the United States. These rules are expected to keep the probability of interference between applications low. However, high reliability
usage is not recommended, as high quality cannot be
guaranteed in license-exempt bands.
The 66-71GHz range has been studied for 5G ahead of
the WRC-19 and is generally seen as well suited. However, there are some different national and regional opinions
on the licensing and use of the band. For example, 6471GHz was added to form a 57-71GHz band for unlicensed use in the United States. In Europe, there is desire
that the 66-71GHz band, while supported for 5G, should
also be made available for other wireless access technologies on an equal basis. 3GPP is expected to specify 5G
NR for the 57-71GHz band in a few years.
Looking to the future, discussions have now started on
new 5G bands in the 6-24GHz range. For example, China
is planning to study the 6GHz band for licensed 5G. Frequency bands below 10GHz are essential for long-range
backhaul. However, these are sparsely deployed and, as a
result, there is locally unused spectrum. The opportunity
to introduce license-exempt, technology neutral, wireless
access is being studied in both the United States and Europe for parts of the 6GHz band, with the requirement that
there is no harmful interference for backhaul use. 3GPP
also specifies the 6GHz band for unlicensed NR.
Spectrum is a finite resource and more efficient use
will be needed in the future. There are large variations in
the use of backhaul bands in different locations, countries
and regions, depending on the demand and the most valuable use of spectrum in each location. In the future, we
will see some nations decide to use a band for 5G NR,
while others use it for backhaul.
Some countries might even decide to use a band for
5G NR in urban areas, but for backhaul in rural areas.
Although the use of microwave backhaul is increasing
globally, the need for much more bandwidth per hop is
the main spectrum challenge. Wide frequency bands supporting short, mid and long-range backhaul are essential,
along with continued technological innovations. The possibility to use more spectrum by sharing it with other radio services could also be a future opportunity.

E-band is constantly increasing. The technology has been
successfully proven in several countries for a number of
years and will increasingly be needed to boost capacity in
urban sites, along with multi-band booster (MBB) combinations in suburban sites. As can be seen in Figure 7, the
momentum of E-band is in full swing. In 2018 there were
14 times more E-band radios sold globally compared to
2011.

Figure 7. Growth of E-band radios from 2010-2018
and predicted for 2019-2025

As the worldwide 5G rollout drives the need for costefficient backhaul capacity and E-band becomes available
in more countries, the curve is expected to become even
steeper. With this continued growth in mind, 20 percent
of new deployments are estimated to be E-band by 2025.
From a decade of both standalone and multi-band E-band
deployment, there are three main lessons to be drawn.
Reality matching predicted availability
For deployment of E-band radios in a network, the
MBB concept is one of the key strategies. The obvious
benefits are that it increases the capacity of an existing
hop or stretches the hop length of the E-band. The tradeoff in all of this is the availability of the E-band. Figure 8
shows the availabilities for an 18GHz radio and an Eband radio, measured over 12 months in Gothenburg,
Sweden (Rain zone E, ITU-R 837-1).
The hop is a 7km long MBB configuration, using a
combination of an 18GHz radio with a 28MHz channel
and an E-band radio with a 125MHz channel. The 18GHz
radio had consistent traffic during the 12-month period
and the E-band radio remained at maximum modulation
and capacity for more than 98 percent of the time. The Eband link contributed to the total capacity 99.93 percent
of the time.

Lessons learned from a decade with e-band
Many operators are facing a need to update their
backhaul network to meet the capacity requirements of a
5G rollout. The RAN capacities in a 5G network, especially in urban/suburban environments, increase the need
for backhaul equipment capable of handling multi-gigabit
traffic in acost-efficient way. With limited spectrum in the
traditional frequency bands, the attention directed towards
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Figure 8. Availability and performance for a multi-band booster
hop measured over 12 months
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When using an E-band radio with a 500MHz channel,
the corresponding values for the E-band’s maximum
modulation are just short of 98 percent, and the E-band is
contributing close to 99.83 percent of the time. From a
capacity perspective, it means that the hop never drops
below 175Mbps and 99.93/99.83 percent of the time the
E-band kicks in and boosts the hop with up to 17 times
the capacity.
1.
Longer hops win over high availability
One perceived drawback of any E-band deployment
has been the idea of big limitations when it comes to hop
length: that it is only applicable for one, maybe two kilometers. In Poland, where E-band penetration now exceeds
20 percent (as of May 2019), the service providers have
chosen a method which allows for very long E-band hops.
This distribution of hop lengths can be seen in Figure 9.
Hops that are between 2 and 5km stand for 22 percent of
the total, and as many as 11 percent of the hops are 6km
or longer. In fact, 154 hops are 10km or even longer.
The distances where standalone E-band is used and
where MBB hops begin to be introduced varies between
service providers. Some start to deploy MBB at 3.5km
and some wait until the distance is as long as 5km. The
way to do this is to adjust the availability requirements of
the E-band, in both standalone and MBB configurations.
Figure 10 shows 7 lengthy live hops, ranging from 4.1
to 12km in length (note: all are in different locations in
Poland with different rain intensity and vendor equipment) and the corresponding availability figures achieved
for each modulation. By stepping away from the historical
requirement of ‘five nines’, these impressive lengths have
been achieved. It is evident that E-band is a more viable
solution for longer hops than previously expected and that
Polish service providers have started to move towards a
more packet-based approach to network planning, thus
expanding the use of E-band radios.

2.
Accurate alignment is growing in importance
Point-to-point microwave links use high-gain antennas
in the 30 to 50dBi range, corresponding to a half-power
beamwidth (HPBW) of 5 and 0.5deg respectively. The
lower gain limit is set by interference and frequency reuse, while the upper limit is set by practical limitations on
alignment and stability. The gain distribution in different
frequency ranges can be found in Figure 11. In the traditional bands (between 6 and 42GHz) the average gain
distribution is in the 37 to 41dBi range, with the bulk well
below 45dBi. Millions of such antennas have been installed. Only a small percentage of the installations have
used very high gain antennas close to the upper 50dBi
limit. It is understood that extra attention and skilled installers have been needed on a few links.
With the introduction of E-band, the distribution looks
very different, with most links having an antenna gain
above 45dBi (HPBW 1deg) and with an average as high
as 48dBi. This means alignment skills are needed on
many more links and the importance of stable masts also
becomes more apparent. The main reasons for the high
share of very high gain antennas in E-band are:
–
Many E-band links deployed so far have replaced an existing link in a traditional band to save spectrum cost. With a pre-defined hop length, the gain needs
to be maximized;
–
in order to minimize the impact on availability at
the higher frequency. The same gain can be achieved with
half the antenna diameter when the frequency is doubled.
With an antenna as small as 0.6m in diameter a gain of
50dBi can be achieved at E-band. This is the most popular
size in traditional bands, and is consequently being selected also for E-band;
–
The regulations in some markets require a relatively high minimum gain.
In a future with denser networks and shorter hops,
along with increased radio output power, the E-band average gain will go down. This will simplify those types of
installations. On the other hand, E-band will also be used
for even longer hops than today. If the gain increases beyond 50dBi then self-alignment and mast sway compensation will be mandatory.

Figure 9. E-band microwave hops deployed in Poland,
split by distance

Figure 11. Antenna gain distribution per frequency range,
deployments 2014-2018

Demystifying mimo for microwave

Figure 10. Live data for multi-band booster E-band hops
in Poland, availability for various modulations
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Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) is a wellestablished antenna technology for enhancing spectral
efficiency and/or reliability in wireless communication,
and is being successfully used in 3GPP and Wi-Fi tech-
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nologies. In a MIMO system, multiple antennas are deployed at both the transmitter and receiver side of a link.
The multiple antennas can be used for either:
1)) i reasing the spectral efficiency (bps/Hz – bits per
second and Hz) of the link by transmitting multiple data
streams over the channel (also called spatial multiplexing)
or 2) increasing the reliability of the link by exploiting the
diversity gain introduced by the use of multiple antennas
(also called spatial diversity).
A MIMO channel can be decomposed into multiple
Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) channels over the
same time and frequency. These channels are sometimes
referred to as sub-channels of the overall MIMO channel.
It is the use of these sub-channels in parallel over the
same time and frequency channel that provides spatial
multiplexing in MIMO.
For example, a properly designed MIMO system with
8 transmit and 8 receive antennas (8x8 MIMO) will have
8 sub-channels for spatial multiplexing.
In other words, the 8x8 system will have up to 8 times
the capacity of a single antenna system. For example,
assuming that 6 bits per data symbol (64 QAM) is used in
an 8x8 MIMO system over an E-band signalbandwidth of
2.25GHz – the overall rate will be 6 (bits per symbol) x 8
(data streams) x 2.25 (GHz) = 108Gbps. Through this,
MIMO acts as an enabler for reaching 100Gbps and beyond.
In general, there is a trade-off between spatial multiplexing and diversity gain, meaning that one typically
chooses which to prioritize. For example, in microwave
long-haul links, spatial diversity receivers are commonly
used to combat multipath fading, therefore offering protection to critical backhaul links. In a spatial diversity
system, the data information is conveyed over different
sub-channels, which increases the link protection as it is
unlikely that all sub-channels will fade at the same time.
This also means that a spatial diversity system typically
has increased availability of a certain data rate compared
to a non-diversity system. In contrast to spatial diversity,
a spatial multiplexing system instead uses all of the subchannels to transmit multiple data streams in order to increase the spectral efficiency of the link. High spectral
efficiency is important when spectrum is a scarce resource, which makes MIMO an attractive solution.
Principles of MIMO for microwave
The main intention in utilizing MIMO is in relation to
multiple stream transmissions, in order to further enhance
the spectral efficiency in microwave links. Spectral efficiency is enhanced by up to N times compared to a SISO
system, where N is the MIMO order, limited by the number of antennas used in the MIMO system. In MIMO systems, it is possible to deploy any number of transmit and
receive antennas, but a symmetric system is the most
common, where the number of transmit antennas equals
the number of receive antennas (NxN MIMO system).
Dual-polarized antennas may also be used in MIMO systems. For example, a system with two dual-polarized antennas on each side of the link is equivalent to a 4x4
MIMO system. When it comes to deployment, the antennas may appear in different arrangements. For example,
the antennas in a 4x4 MIMO system may be deployed in a
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square grid, along a line, or even in an L-shape if required. Often, physical site constraints dictate the deployment.

Figure 12. MIMO for microwave transmission – the principle

Figure 13. Optimal antenna separations for a 2x2 MIMO system

Figure 12 illustrates the principle of a 2x2 MIMO system, where a first transmit antenna is used to transmit a
first signal data stream (blue), while a second transmit
antenna (separated by a distance d1 from the first antenna) is used to transmit a second signal data stream (orange). Both signal data streams are received by two receiving antennas (separated by a distance d2) that are located at a distance D away from the transmitting antennas.
Both signals are received by each one of the receiving
antennas, which causes them to interfere with each other.
However, it is possible to deploy the antennas in terms of
separations d1 and d2 in such a way that there is an optimal phase shift ΔΦ of 90 degrees between the crosschannels relative to the direct channels. This means that
by employing a proper interference cancellation scheme
in the receiver, the interfering signals can be completely
removed from the signals of interest. This can be done
perfectly and without any performance loss if the ΔΦ corresponds to a 90 degree phase shift and, correspondingly,
a ΔΦ of 90 degrees is said to be given by the optimal antenna separation. There are many antenna separations that
give a ΔΦ of 90 degrees, but the optimal one is defined as
the smallest separation, depending on the hop length D
and wavelength λ (or frequency).
Figure 13 shows the optimal antenna separation in a
2x2 MIMO system for different frequencies versus hop
length.
Higher frequency or shorter hop lengths allow for the
use of smaller antenna separations, which makes the
MIMO installation more compact. It should also be mentioned that it is possible to use sub-optimal antenna separations, as it may not be practical in some deployments to
use the optimal antenna separation, due to it simply being
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too large. The effect of sub-optimal antenna spacing is
shown in Figure 14, where the MIMO capacity (spectral
efficiency) is plotted against various degrees of suboptimal antenna spacing for different MIMO antenna deployments. It shows how the capacity drops as the antennas become more sub-optimally spaced. However, even at
30 to 50 percent of optimal spacing, there is a huge capacity gain over a SISO system. The figure also shows that
different antenna arrangements have different properties
when the antennas are sub-optimally spaced. The square
4x4 MIMO deployment is more robust in comparison to
sub-optimal spacing at the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
used in this example (the typical SNR of a microwave
radio link).

Figure 14. MIMO capacity depending on antenna arrangement

Figure 15. MIMO capacity and availability trade-off
for sub-optimal antenna arrangements

In principle, the use of sub-optimal antenna separations will give a penalty in system gain, which in practice
translates to a loss in availability. Figure 15 shows the
effect of sub-optimal antenna separation in 4x4 MIMO
systems deployed in square arrangements. It should be
noted that the capacity drops when reducing the antenna
spacing for fixed availability. Equally, it should also be
noted that the availability will be lessened when reducing
the antenna spacing for a fixed capacity. Therefore, the
use of sub-optimal antenna spacing is a trade-off between
MIMO capacity and availability.
A way to reduce the loss in capacity (or availability)
when using sub-optimal antenna spacing is to use something called precoding. Precoding can be seen as a generalization of beamforming, where each data stream is
transmitted over all (or a subset of) the antennas and with
individual weighting (amplitude and phase) across the
antennas. For example, the weighting can be chosen so
that the Signal-to- Interference-and-Noise Ratio (SINR)
of each data stream is maximized at the receiver side.
Precoding will, therefore, put constraints on the phase
synchronization of the radios in order to work properly. In
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MIMO systems without precoding, each individual data
stream is transmitted from a single antenna, as depicted in
the 2x2 MIMO system in Figure 12.
Optimizing MIMO for maximum effect
MIMO is a spectral-efficient multiple-antenna technology that can be used when the available spectrum is
scarce or to enable >100Gbps in wide-band channels. The
optimal antenna arrangement depends on the desired
MIMO order, frequency and hop length. Sub-optimal antenna arrangements are possible, and sometimes even
required, due to site installation constraints, but they will
give a performance penalty in terms of reduced capacity
and/or availability. Precoding over phase-synchronized
transmitters can, to some extent, alleviate the penalty of
using sub-optimally spaced antennas.
Breaking the 100Gbps barrier
Wireless backhaul’s steady evolution over the last 40
years has been a response of continuous adaptation to the
requirements of services enabled by new generations of
mobile technology. The first commercial 100Mbps pointto-point links were available around the mid 90‘s; the first
links supporting Gbps capacities emerged around 2010;
and the first commercial links supporting 10Gbps recently became available. With this long-term trend in mind,
point-to-point links supporting more than 100Gbps capacities are expected to be commercially available within the
next 5-8 years. The key to increased capacity for previous
backhaul generations has been accessing new frequency
bands, wider channel bandwidths and higher modulation
schemes. However, evolving along that path from today’s
10Gbps links to 100Gbps would require a tenfold increase
in channel bandwidth. This is not sustainable for large
deployments of 100Gbps links, even with access to excessive spectrum beyond 100GHz. Due to this, new spectrum-efficient technologies such as line-of-sight MIMO
will play a pivotal role in the commercialization of future
ultra-high capacity point-to-point links. As described in
the previous article on MIMO, this technology will multiply the spectrum efficiency, while maintaining or improving the system gain, enabling spectrum-efficient, highcapacity links over similar distances to today’s backhaul
links. To test MIMO in microwave fixed services,
Deutsche Telekom and Ericsson jointly trialed a 100Gbps,
8x8 MIMO system using a single 2.5GHz channel in the
E-band. The trial took place in April 2019 at the Deutsche
Telekom Service Center in Athens, Greece.

Figure 16. A 100Gbps hop at OTE Academy in Athens,
Greece, stretching over 1.5km towards OTE headquarters
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Figure 17. Measured throughput and constellation diagram per MIMO channel

A 1.5km link connecting the OTE headquarters (Hellenic Telecommunications Organization) in the Maroussi
area with the OTE Academy (Figure 16) was used as the
testbed. Four 0.6m parabolic reflector antennas were separated by 1.7m, which is the optimum antenna separation
for a hop with a 73GHz carrier. Each antenna was deployed with two commercial Ericsson E-band radios in
orthogonal polarization states. At the receiving end, the
signals were received by a similar set of radios, recorded
by a digitizer and evaluated offline.
The modulation scheme was changed from 64QAM to
128QAM and 256QAM, corresponding to a total bitrate
of 105Gbps, 126Gbps and 139Gbps respectively in a
2.5GHz channel, and 84Gbps, 99Gbps and 113Gbps respectively in a 2GHz channel. The following experimental measurements were done in a 2.5GHz channel.
Figure 17 shows an example of the received constellation diagrams with 128QAM modulation, 5dBm transmitted power per radio and optimal antenna separation. The
bit error rate for each channel is shown after error correction and the error-free throughput for all 8 channels combined is 126Gbps.
The left side of Figure 18 shows the antenna arrangement on the roof of OTE Academy, with the antennas
arranged at optimum separation. The robustness of the
antenna separation was tested by shifting the two lower
antennas on one site towards the upper antenna row as
shown in Figure 18 (right), first by 0.4m and then by 0.8m
offset. Figure 19 shows measured throughput versus output power per radio for the three modulation formats. The
power budget for 105Gbps throughput was higher than
25dB, resulting in a rain-limited availability better than
99.99 percent in Greece. This power budget would allow
operation over long hop lengths with high availability in,
for example, MBB configurations. Running a similar set-
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up over a 7km hop would have resulted in 105Gbps capacity, with better than 99 percent availability.
The tolerance to reduced antenna separation is robust;
a 0.8m offset results in availability estimated to be better
than 99.99 percent for >100Gbps. A 135Gbps hop was
reached with a power budget of 17.5dB, corresponding to
availability of 99.97 percent.
The high throughput will result in a latency reduction.
We expect a linear latency decrease with increased bitrate, resulting in a round-trip time below 5μs at 100Gbps.
The radio units used in the trial were commercial, off-theshelf E-band radios, further demonstrating the potential of
this band. When moving to new frequency bands beyond
100GHz, more channels will be available to handle
bandwidths in the order of a few GHz and, in fact, the
optimum antenna separation between the antennas will
decrease. For example, operating the same 1.5km hop on
a W-band (110GHz) or a D-band (140GHz) carrier instead of an E-band carrier would result in an optimum
antenna separation of 1.4m and 1.2m, respectively. The
individual antenna sizes will be reduced for the same antenna
directivity, leading to an overall reduction of the installation
footprint. For short hops up to 500m, it will be possible to
put all four antennas within one box, thus enabling singlebox 100Gbps links. These high-frequency bands are therefore well-suited for future 100Gbps installations.
The work presented in this article shows the importance of applying spectral efficiency techniques, such
as MIMO, on wireless backhaul. It demonstrates 100Gbps
links with sub 5μs latency and telecom grade availability
over hops measurable in kilometers with commercially
available E-band radio technology. The need to process
large amounts of high-speed data in parallel puts demanding requirements on cost and power consumption for the
digital processors.
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The single-box 100Gbps links may be used for ultrahigh capacity connections in dense urban areas inter-site
distances of a few 100m. It is evident that microwave is
well prepared for the network evolution of 5G and beyond.

Figure 18. Antenna arrangement for the 100Gbps link
at optimum antenna separation (left) and with 0.8m
antenna offset (right)

We expect the first 100Gbps links to be deployed in 5
to 8 years, given the technology development in this field
but also depending on the potential market demands.
Market demand for increased capacity support continues
to increase. Reaching 100Gbps and beyond is still far
from today’s capacity requirements in the access domain,
which is typically in the order of 1Gbps, while ongoing
capacity upgrades in advanced broadband networks are
toward the 10Gbps milestone. However, in the aggregation networks (aka Edge/Core), capacity requirements are
scaling from 10 to 100Gbps and this is most likely where
we can initially expect these types of links.
These ultra-high capacity links will act as a cost and
time-efficient compliment to fiber supporting ring closure, geographical redundancy in service provider networks or in private networks, such as campus and enterprise solutions. As a second phase, speeds in the preaggregation network segment and small cells fronthauling
will drive up the last-mile capacities in multiples of
10/25Gbps.
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Figure 19. Measured throughput versus transmitted output
power per radio at optimal antenna setup and with 0.4m
and 0.8m offset

Ericsson enables communications service providers to
capture the full value of connectivity. The company’s
portfolio spans Networks, Digital Services, Managed Services, and Emerging Business and is designed to help our
customers go digital, increase efficiency and find new
revenue streams. Ericsson’s investments in innovation
have delivered the benefits of telephony and mobile
broadband to billions of people around the world. The
Ericsson stock is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and on
Nasdaq New York.
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QUANTUM TECHNOLOGIES “MADE IN AUSTRIA” –
AIT COORDINATES PILOT PROJECT OF EUROPEAN QUANTUM
COMMUNICATION INITIATIVE (QCI)
21.04.2020, Austria. AIT is Austria’s center of expertise for quantum technologies, driving key initiatives to create a
secure networked Europe.
Magnus Brunner, State Secretary of the Austrian Federal Ministry for Climate Action, Environment, Energy,
Mobility, Innovation and Technology (BMK), signed the EuroQCI Declaration on behalf of Austria in Brussels in late
February 2020. In signing up to this European quantum communication infrastructure (QCI) initiative, 24 EU Member
States have now confirmed their intention to create a European cybershield based on quantum communication infrastru
cure within the next 10 years. The AIT Austrian Institute of Technology, Austria’s largest applied research organisation, has
been running the first European pilot project in the EuroQCI initiative – the Open European Quantum Key Distribution
Testbed (OPENQKD) – since September 2019. The project is aimed at deploying quantum encryption to create a secure
networked Europe. AIT expertise gained from many years of research will also play a key role in the first European QCI4EU
study, which was launched in February 2020. This study aims to specify the user requirements and use cases which will drive
development of the EuroQCI in close cooperation with the participating Member States. The findings will then be used to
develop an overall system architecture for EuroQCI, composed of spacebased and terrestrial solutions which are secure by
design and will cover the entire European Union. The aim of EuroQCI is to facilitate the ultrasecure transmission and
storage of information and data, and to link critical public communication assets throughout the entire European Union.
Over the past decade AIT has established an excellent international reputation as a quantum technologies specialist
and coordinator of major European projects. They include the highlycompetitive European Quantum Flagship pro
gramme aimed at developing quantum technologies for the mass market.
OPENQKD: quantum encryption for a secure networked Europe
In September 2019 the EU launched the EUR 15 million Horizon 2020 project OPENQKD. The findings of this 3
year project will flow directly into the EuroQCI initiative. The AITled consortium comprises 38 partners from 9 EU
Member States, as well as the UK, Switzerland, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Israel, consisting of manufacturers, network
operators, system integrators, SMEs, research institutions, universities, certification and standardisation bodies, as well as
end users, and together covering a broad range of expertise. Designed to establish a secure quantum communications net
work in Europe, as well as initiating a European ecosystem for quantum technology providers and application developers,
the project will focus on developing a variety of demonstrators and future applications. They will include, amongst others,
secure data transmission via telecommunication networks and appropriate storage in cloud infrastructures, the protection
of sensitive medical information, official communication data, and the secure transmission of control signals used to oper
ate critical infrastructure (telecommunication networks, energy supply). These activities are intended to protect Europe’s
digital data economy against present and future threats, such as those from quantum computers, and to secure Europe’s
strategic autonomy in the digital age. Further information: https://www.openqkd.eu
Quantum Flagship projects UNIQORN and CiVIQ
Launched in 2018 for a period of 10 years and with EUR 1 billion in funding, the Quantum Flagship programme is
one of the European Commission’s largest initiatives. Its goals include the development of a competitive European quan
tum technology industry, and establishing Europe as a dynamic and attractive region for quantum research.
The AITled project UNIQORN (Affordable Quantum Communication for Everyone: Revolutionizing the
Quantum Ecosystem from Fabrication to Application) involves 17 partners from across Europe. It focuses on pioneering,
userfocused research using photonic technologies to miniaturise quantum applications and create systemonchip solu
tions. The aim is to optimise the costs of quantum technologies, making them available to the general public. Using spe
cialised quantumoptical sources, miniaturised QKD transmission units and detector technologies on mainstream fabrica
tion platforms, the project will provide important stimuli and breakthroughs, particularly for generating true random num
bers, and thus for highlysecure key distribution. Further information: https://quantumuniqorn.eu/aktuellenews/
Research in the CiVIQ project focuses on the costefficient integration of quantum communication technologies in
emerging optical telecommunication networks. A total of 21 partners, including leading telecom companies, integrators
and QKD developers, are working to develop stateoftheart flexible and costefficient systems for quantum key distribu
tion (QKD), as well as novel quantum cryptography systems and protocols. In future, it should be possible to provide con
sumers, industry and institutions with innovative services which meet the needs of a secure telecommunications market. In
this project, AIT is developing QKD prototypes and specialised software for field use. Further information: https://civi
quantum.eu/
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QUARTZ: quantum cryptography via satellite
Since 2018 AIT has played a significant role in a consortium coordinated by SES, the world’s leading satellite oper
ator, which is using quantum encryption to develop a satellitebased cybersecurity system. The QUARTZ (Quantum
Cryptography Telecommunication System) project is supported by the European Space Agency (ESA). In addition to AIT
and project coordinator SES, the QUARTZ consortium comprises a further 8 prestigious research institutions, universities
and companies. Together, they will work until 2021 to design solutions for the distribution of secure keys between optical
terrestrial ground stations, each connected to a quantumenabled satellite via quantum links, and to develop the first soft
ware and hardware components this requires. Unlimited satellite coverage will help overcome the limits of today’s fibre
based QKD systems, which are only able to transmit over a range of a few hundred kilometres, while also providing a glob
ally available cybersecurity system, including networks in geographically dispersed areas.
Further information: https://www.ait.ac.at/quartz
Special note about data protection and privacy considerations at the AIT Austrian Institute of Technology
Protecting data and safeguarding privacy are essential in a modern society, and create the fundamental basis of trust upon which a soci
ety’s cultural, social and economic development depends. Consequently, creating “security” is a core mission at the AIT Austrian Institute of
Technology. In view of the many and constantly changing threats faced by our society, our task is to develop innovative approaches to combat
ing these threats. For that reason, a particular focus of the research undertaken at AIT lies in methods, architectures and technologies which
take privacybydesign approaches in order to integrate the greatest possible level of data security into any technical solution. Data security and
privacy are sensitive issues and must be protected, making them the primary consideration in all research activity undertaken at AIT.

POSTPONEMENT OF ITU DIGITAL WORLD 2020
ICTS IN THE COVID19 CRISIS AND RISK OF A NEW DIGITAL DIVIDE

Geneva, 27 April 2020. As a result of the ongoing COVID19 crisis, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
and the Ministry of Information and Communications, Viet Nam have taken the difficult decision to postpone ITU Digital
World 2020, the global tech event for government, industry and SMEs. The event will now take place as ITU Digital World
2021 in September 2021 in the same venue in Ha Noi, Viet Nam. We believe this is the best and safest course of action to
ensure the wellbeing and safety of all event participants and guarantee a successful event.
The world is facing an unprecedented threat from COVID19 and ICT has become a key ally in combatting this
threat and helping to prevent, detect and diagnose disease. It has taken on a new importance in connecting us for health,
work, education, entertainment, news, public announcements and to our friends and families. For the first time, digital
solutions and platforms are being used on a massive scale to help cope with and respond to a pandemic.
The COVID19 crisis has also, however, highlighted its own digital divide, where many families, workers, business
es and populations are not able to access or afford the benefits of digital technology. Action is urgently needed to ensure a
fair access to ICTs, for the benefit of all. Now, more than ever, governments, industry, international organizations, NGOs,
academia and other stakeholders must work together to find mutually beneficial solutions.
We must set ambitious, measurable goals for ensuring an equitable transition to the digital age. The SDGs offer an
ideal framework for this, and ICTs themselves are essential tools for the achievement of these goals.
The Government of Viet Nam and ITU call upon global leaders, governments and the tech industry to ensure they
are present and fully engaged, to rise to the challenge and strengthen the multilateral, collective digital response to this cri
sis. International events such as ITU Digital World 2021 are more important than ever as a platform bringing together the
global ICT community to learn, share knowledge, debate and network.
We must work together to highlight the critical importance of ICT in the wake of COVID19, address the stark
inequalities of access and adopt concrete, urgent measures to accelerate digital transformation across all sectors and to con
nect all global citizens to digital services. Only by international cooperation and collaborative action will we be able to com
bat these types of threat, close the digital divide and build strong foundations for the future wellbeing of all.
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EUROPEAN BROADCASTING UNION (EBU)
RECOMMENDS MEASURES TO MITIGATE
INTERNET CONGESTION
Geneva, 25 March 2020. The EBU has issued a
recommendation for public service media organizations
to continue their efforts to avoid internet congestion and
manage the potential impact of streaming media con
sumption during the COVID19 pandemic. The full text
of the EBU Technical Recommendation is available on
the EBU T&I website.
The Recommendation was approved by EBU
Member representatives serving on the EBU’s
Technical Committee in conjunction with the members
of the Digital Steering Committee. It suggests to tem
porarily cap streaming bitrates at appropriate levels for different enduser devices, particularly during daytime, and that
public service media (PSM) organizations encourage audiences to consume their offerings over broadcast rather than
broadband, and on fixed broadband rather than mobile, where possible. It also calls on EBU Members to take an active role
in coordinating national efforts and to engage with other media, network operators and regulatory agencies to collectively
analyse and respond to the situation.
“Public service media organizations are playing a key role in managing the crisis – not only by continuing to inform,
educate and entertain, but also by actively engaging with all stakeholders to ensure that broadcast and broadband infra
structure is used in the most efficient way”, said EBU Director of Technology & Innovation Antonio Arcidiacono.
Published as EBU R 149, the Technical Recommendation follows a call by the European Commission to help coor
dinate a European response to potential internet congestion issues that could be caused by stronger media consumption
and the increased reliance on online collaboration tools during the COVID19 crisis. PSM are the primary means of com
municating with citizens in national emergencies. The EBU Technical Recommendation reaffirms the commitment of all
EBU Members to their public service media obligations when weighing measures to reduce the impact of their services on
the internet.
Recommends that during a time of crisis:
1) EBU Members, their local telecommunications network providers and administrations analyse the change in traf
fic patterns that may lead to Internet network congestion.
2) EBU Members act as facilitators at a national level for consensus amongst local OTT (overthetop) providers in
their efforts to address the challenges of Internet network congestion.
3) EBU Members seek to adapt their streaming services based on this analysis to address the challenge of network
congestion while respecting their public service media obligations. Such measures could include:
a. Reducing the streaming bitrate by appropriate reduction of the top level of quality offered to clients particularly
during office hours;
b. Arranging the adaptive streaming manifests to serve premium quality to fixed largescreen devices over mobile
devices;
4) EBU Members might communicate with their audiences to adapt their viewing/listening patterns to help address
the potential for network congestion. Where beneficial, measures could include informing their consumers to:
a. For linear services, favour the use of broadcast reception, via radio broadcast (FM, DAB/DAB+) and television
broadcast DTT (Digital Terrestrial Television), DBS (Direct Broadcast Satellite) and Cable TV, which do not impact
Internet network congestion;
b. At home, switch to WiFi/Internet where available rather than using 5G/4G/3G reception, as the former is more
resilient to network congestion.
It is designed to provide guidelines to EBU Members and other broadcasters regarding adaptation of their stream
ing services and their audience's viewing and listening choices. The aim is to mitigate Interenet network congestion brought
about by massive use of the internet for home networking and education purposes during the current COVID19 pandem
ic. It is envisaged that this recommendation be updated as the crisis evolves.
Full text is available here: https://tech.ebu.ch/docs/r/r149.pdf
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INNOVATIVE SOLUTION PROTECTS PEOPLE
FROM THE CORONAVIRUS
Olching, Germany, 200317, LASER
COMPONENTS GmbH. Deep UVC LED arrays
from Bolb, Inc. are helping to combat the coron
avirus epidemic in the Chinese metropolis of
Wuhan. Emitter arrays with a power output of
between 1.2 W and 2.5 W emit strongly disinfect
ing UVC light that kills not only antibioticresist
ant germs such as MRSA but also dangerous
viruses such as the coronavirus (SARSCoV2).
In the newly built Huoshenshan
Hospital, this technology is already being used
to decontaminate doctors and nursing staff
when they enter or leave the corona isolation
ward in their infectious disease protective cloth
ing. To do this, doctors and nursing staff simply
have to be irradiated from all sides with highly
efficient UVC light for around 30 seconds.
The wavelength is selected in such a way that it changes the RNA of the viruses in a short amount of time so that
they no longer pose a threat. Since the epidemic suit also protects against UVC radiation, there is no danger to humans. To
make the invisible UVC radiation visible, the headpiece of the protective equipment is coated with a fluorescent paint that
glows as soon as the emitters are activated.
Germicidal LEDs (GLEDs) from the US manufacturer Bolb are available from LASER COMPONENTS in
Europe and the USA. In addition to use in hospitals and biomedical applications, UVC modules enable mobile and onsite
solutions for treating drinking water, for example. In agriculture and horticulture, this technology can replace chemical
pesticides and thus promote costeffective, environmentally friendly forms of cultivation. UVC emitters can also be used in
refrigerators to increase the shelf life of food.
Bolb Inc has introduced a powerful germicidal photonic platform based on their proprietary patented technical
breakthrough  Germicidal LED (GLED), which is considered the world’s best performing deep ultraviolet (DUV) LED
and is capable of delivering a 10x performance improvement compared to current state of the art devices. These devices will
have a dramatic impact on the worldwide disinfection and pathogen destruction industries enabling a new wave of solutions
in critical market segments, such as Water Treatment, HAI Prevention, and Horticulture and Food Safety. By replacing
mercurybased germicidal lamps with LEDS, Bolb opens up new applications of lightbased pathogen destruction for sur
face, water, and air treatment, whenever form factor, upfront and operations costs, energy efficiency, convenience, and
workflow considerations demand flexible and tailored photonic configurations.
To meet customer specifications quickly and flexibly, LASER COMPONENTS opened its own electronics production facility. At this
facility, circuit boards are designed to drive PLDs and APDs. We also manufacture prototypes before they go into series production. Another
major field is the individual production of customerspecific products!
Production Steps. Our customers state their electronics requirements, and our R&D engineers create an appropriate CAD design. This
software directly controls the circuit board milling machine for the production of prototypes. Electronic components are applied manually dur
ing this developmental stage. The results of a comprehensive inspection of these prototypes determine whether they proceed to series production.
PLD Modules. One example of a series product is our PLD modules. With these modules pulsed laser diodes can be operated safely,
resulting in an optimal and thus reliable driver. The PLD is already integrated into the module. One unique product is our adjustable modules,
which allow the continuous adjustment of both the output power and pulse length. They are particularly well suited for product R&D to test the
ideal settings.
High Voltage Modules for the Operation of APDs. Temperaturestabilized high voltage modules are particularly well suited for the oper
ation of Avalanche photodiodes (APDs). Output voltage and temperature compensation can both be matched exactly to the APD being used.
Connecting the module and the APD is simple, and can be done with the help of the supplied diagram.
APD Modules. The APD modules are based on lownoise avalanche photodiodes made of either silicon or InGaAs with a builtin pre
amplifier and high voltage supply. A temperature compensation function allows the APD to be operated at constant gain across a wide operat
ing temperature range.
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